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upon the barn floor for a
teudais, -hovelling it over once
tins compost ill
u.t,
nr tun: applt
ilic hill or »lriljs at tin* rati* ot tour or live
ill,, per acre, using care to throw a
mall quantity •*! earth upon the seed In*
fore applying the eompost.
This lias been
found a valuable manure, costing only
live eights as milch as that ot superphosIn ip

w,il.
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dig I rie.l,
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phate
quite

not be applied at once or
the time of planting, but one half at the
time of depositing the seed, and the remainder at the first and second honings,
thus keeping the crop constantly supplied
with plant food during its growth. [Plowman
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House-Papering.
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tin- domicile
After tin- -leaning,
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Pel-grass
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a

t

their value and uses as manure.
which grows in harbors, on a
muddy or sandy bottom, not uncovered
at l"t\ water, is valuable for banking cellars, covering cabbages A;c.. to protect
from frost during winter, or for bedding
for hogs, but contains little fertilizing
quality, and no power of fermentation;
it is also sometimes valuable to lighten
tin* soil for a potato crop. Kelp, the largest of the sea plants, has a stem about an
inch in diameter, with a broad leaf six or
eight incites wide, and from six to twenty
feet in length, including the stem.
This
is a very valuable manure; when put in
a
heap, rapid fermentation ensues; therefore it becomes a powerful agent in the
eompost heap; and can there be used at
tin* greatest advantage. A eompost heap
made up ot meadow mud and kelp, in alternate layers of a foot each,
thoroughly
worked, will make a manure ol equal
value with stable manure.
Kelp may
prolitalily be used as a top dressing for
grass in a wet season, or on low lands;
in a dry season it does no good but mav
be a positive injury.
Fine crops of pota- |
i v front "the ocean’; it’ is especially adifftK
i-d to cabbage and mangold wurzel crops.
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l-a.nting 1- accomplished, eomes^te profit papering the walls; but the first \
Seventy-three
ie done is tlie removal
fre
s'--

paper which mat remain, and leave the
walls til! nearly dr\ before commencing
If the walls have
to lay the new pape
wall- with

I tapered,
which will

vinegar,

make the past-- and paper adhere more
V bem-li ieasily made for
securely
measuring and cutting the paper by placing boards hi suitabic length across two
paper should be undied and c u to proper hmglli and in suffertile room before
tieient quantity :
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the

pasting pr

ess

minenees.

strip

each

---n!d a!

be
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)no

edge

and
.mined
fhcse -heels should be
neaiiv
laid one over tin- other, to be readily at
hand when the paste: i-, readv to begin
it ark
rl'ne bn bii'y .-t turning the edges
pci w 1! i i-e great ly
jbviated by adopting this course. Hour
isiia! article : ir the purpose,
is t
and rye flour is c-uisidered better than
in
wheat as
adhesion
Mix the
llour i e Id w ater thoroughly, by stirring,
initii lie- past' has -i thin, creamy consistwhen ii will thicken,
ence, and lin n d
according l-■ the length of time it is subIi found ton thick in
mitted to the heat
water till the defired
is obtained then add
degree of thi- ktu
.1
little i-arlj" io aciil to jirevent the paste
A broad
i.'oin souring"' in- -finin;-; moldy
:

tons of

mangolds were once

grown upon Deer Island, lloston Harbor,
b\ Thomas K. I’ayson, by a bountiful application of kelp alone, probably tin* larg1 have frequently
est crop on record.
grown between fifty and sixty tons per
The various
acre, with no other manure.
sea mosses that grow in large quantities
arc
together
upon rooks in the ocean, and
with the kelp ruthlessly torn from their
the
east
shore,
bed- in a storm and
upon
value with kelp and
are of about equal
Knckwced, which
for the same crops.
grows upon rocks that are uncovered at
every low tide, is probably of more value
for manure than any other variety, and
may lie used in the same way as kelp for
the same purpose, but is more useful as a
top dressing. [11 1’ Ware, Mass. Plough-
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tin- Id papei
wall llie-ii-nglily, and, when well |
wet tie
cikcd. tin-old j.:ip.-i ran be stripped cfi'l
Alter ijie paper is removed,
very quickly
wasli tlie wall to get off the particles of
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Weed,

had much experience in the use
"f-eaweed ot the several varieties, I will
endeavor to answer your enquiries with
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the best now in use, and producing
good results. As all fertilizers
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act quickly upon plants, compared with
barn manure, it is plain that the whole*
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material aid in
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good fertilizer applied renders
hastening the crop. Another
ii.I, and profitable manure has been
mid o, using one cask of pure bone
me : to the same quantity ot mileaeheil
,-i
thoroughly mixed together: let the
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Potato.
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halt hour.
u
in, x\:i it hurried.
latt wo
",
k~ xx hero tin- ilioxv is
'el Ol-! steam,. |
the outlets, like
it ■■'.It. r
xvliu-h grind tlu,'i-a,y
x'
.-iiiin-' a-- tneal
I ho powor■i'o-to
tit, -I, i separated from
harder -at! n
the lalloxx ; the four
m

the

asked the other day whether
u were
was not the best
|! on the whole the potato the
farmer could
;lnd most profitable crop
raise. That, of course, depends on circumstances. Formerly, when our soils
! were comparatively new, when the seed
was healthy and vigorous and subject to
no disease, when three hundred bushels
to the acre was no uncommon crop, and
when the potato bug let us alone, the poIt was always a
tato was a staple crop.
highly exhausting crop, but in those days
nobody minded that.
It may be true that when* somewhat
similar conditions prevail, that is on new
j 'Oils, a farmer may grow a larger amount
! t human food per acre in the form of potatoes than in any ether. The potato forms
; an important part of tin* daily food of
most ot us. and we must continue to raise
j .1 for that reason.
\\ e w ant a dry and rather warm soil
tor this crop
It can lie grown in murk,
but tn rook dry and mealy, it wants a
ou,| ni• w soii, and quality now-a-davs, is
.1
important as quantity Strong, fre-h
i!
amnmniral manures are not the best
is
00,1,1 plan to slake lime with salt
watoi or brine and mix il with murk, a
i-ask ,,| lime to a cord of muck, and use
\\

man.

closely
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Clover

us

a

Fertilizer.

M:m\ lunin-rs do not seem to see how
clover can lie regarded as a fertilizer,

■

;

1

!

l’hev think all crops require manure and
that all are alike exhaustive.
N'nw we have often recommended the
extensive cultivation of clover, partly on
account of its intrinsic value as a forage
crop, but especially because, in addition
to this, it may he regarded as a means ol
increasing the fertility and the productive
capacity of the soii. It is a curious fact
that some plants have the power of assimdating and storing up in their roots, in
their leaves and m their stems, a large
amount ot nitrogen, and it such plants
are allowed to remain and decay on the
-oil in which they grow, they thus gather

the best t > apply the
most important substance
mi.-i t.:
paper should lie laid and retain this
quick. alt
jiasti-'g, to prevent it- he- i tor the use of other plants which follow
uning -oft and tend; r to handle.
| them, and which may require large
Tw-i per-on- are required to lay on amounts of this constituent
It posClover is one of these plants
paper with rajiiditv. "in- to paste and one
to apply the paper
Whim the paper i- sesses this property ot storing nitrogen in
pasted e, -hmild be handed to the person ils roots to a very large extent, and as tinn the ladder, won holds it about a loot
roots always remain in tin- soil, and as tinfrom the top end. and lays it evenly
roots amount in extent or weight to two
against ttu wall at the top. allowing the thirds ot the stem and leaves, it is easy to
upper end to hang iver on the backs of the see that a good average crop of clover
down the wall it may will leave in the soil from one hundred
B
hand?
be seen when it matelie the previous laid and lift\ to two hundred pounds of nitrolength, and ait- adjusting to match it gen to t he acre, tin amount quite sufficient
•hould tln-n be brought pi ntly to the wall, to meet the wants id' almost any other
ihe back- of tin- baud llu-u].ri-s-,-dagainst crop which may follow it, and which may
the wall and passed upward toward the not possess the power to extract from the
■
■piling, spreading them nut toward the soil a sufficient quantity of this material,
corners ot the length of papei
The scis- a-; wheat, for example.
Clover therefore, should hold a very
sors are then run along at the juncture of
tin* wall and ceiling, making a mark which prominent place in every rotation ot crops
(
an
easily seen, when the top of the on the farm, and we ought not to grow
papei i- removed f- a little distance, and weary of cultivating it, It is a regenerator
tt --vim ami replaced.
it is cut
1 hen a of the soil anil digs deep for its supplies
soft cloth is gently passed downward and of food. [Mass. Ploughman.
tile paper pressed against the wall to the
bottom, where ii is cut off a- at the top
I'lic IVriukly ilivoiee suit is again cxLiquid Grafting Wax.
York, where
| citing great interest in Nexv
A the season of grafting and trimming I it is being retried betore a judge and jury.
Tlic act ion is brought for a judicial separai' at hand,
tiie following formula tot
that the defendant has
!
making l.eforfs Liquid Grafting \\ ax. tion on the plea
whirti lun been lately highly commended | abandoned the plaintiff, who claims that
He denies this, but
be i-, her husband.
1 util
m
1 rama*. will be acceptable.
Whether
he lived with Iter.
rah i'. the formula was
kept secret am ! admits that,
the preparation sold at a high price. All she is his wife or not is the question which
makes the trial so interesting. No person
who have ussd il speak of il as the best
or legalized the marpreparation fur covering wounds in trees ever either sanctified
licit has ever been invented.
The follow- riacre between the two. They entered into
to be to each other man
ing i- the tonnula of preparation as print- a verbal contract
! and wife. 'i'lic proof that they did so is
ed in The Horticulturist
■•.Melt in' pound of common rosin ovei found in the fact that both for years publicAdd to it an ounce ot beet ly c.ln j,.d out the conditions such a con
a gentle fire.
Mr Brinkley introduced
l ake it from the
tallow and Stir it well,
tract calls for.
tire, let it cool down a little and then mix her everywhere as “My wile, Mrs. Brink"
He dwelt with her in such hotels as
with it. a tablesponnful ot spirits of turpen- lev
the Fifth Avenue and tho Hoffman House
tine, and after t hat about seven ounces ol
was understood to be
very strong alcohol ((id per cent.) to bt as her husband. He
1’he aleoho such by the proprietors of these hotels
had at. any druggist store.
cools it down so rapidly that it will In The same he did in first-class boarding;the fire, stir houses, and the lady looked upon hersell
necessary to put il again on
utmost can
as a lawful wile. She was poor, the dauglithe
Still
it
constantly.
ring
He was anti is
must be exercised to prevent the aleoho 1 ter of an old comedian.
To avoid it tin rich, the son and heir of a Memphis milfrom getting inflamed.
lionaire. The contract became irksome to
best way is to remove the vessel from tin
him. His family urged bis marrying an
fire when the lump that may have beet
formed commences milting again. Thi ; heiress. He neglected the woman, and
now she sues tor the setting aside of the
must lie continued till the whole is ;
homogenous mass similar to honey x'erbal contract and an alimony proportionate to his means. lie resists the suit:
After a few day’s exposure to the atmos
the law is called to put asundei
phere in a thin coat, it assumes a whitisl and thusand
woman whom none of its
color, and becomes as hard as stone, bein' ; a man
officers ever joined together.
impervious to water or air
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We

Lay

Us Down to

Sleep.

“Get ape now, won't oo:’ Get ape!
hoa, Danuary ! Do long (lore, won’t oof
Darn oo fool.”
lie was evidouth all right: hut what
sort ot a 11 x was 1 in f Well, to eomlense
tile matter, I gave him in charge of the
landlady, and went out to see if 1 could
iind his mother. It was of no use; 1 advertised him in every possible way. Nobody claimed him, and 1 concluded that
he had dropped out ot the clouds for my
especial benefit. Perhaps the bread 1 had
thrown upon the water had been metamorphosed into meat, and in this shape had
returned to me sooner than i expected. 1
would he careful how I made another compact with my spirit friends. Hut even yet
it seemed that they had not fully recompensed me lor my kindness to the children
ot tlm past Christmas.
I was -itting one evening with Doth by
the lire, some six weeks after liis advent,
when there was a slight shuttling in the
ball, and soon a tiny rap upon my door.
1 opened it, and a little girl came in timidly w ith her linger in her mouth. At first
the light dazzled her, but she soon peered
round the table and espied Dotty. II".
too, had seen In-r. and with a little scream
lie rushed tow ard hur. and then commenced llie most extravagant demonstrations
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Collecting Salmon Spawn in Maine.
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Dancing Girls of Egypt.

I’bc great ill1,sire

!

of

gentlemen

who

entirely aimless. During the early days of theii i no further change in -i/e. hut lie ciuhr\o is come to Egypt is the dancing girl,
li it
eonliiiemcnt they an- frequently seen swimmitm steadily developing within, in
spring wafer were put to tlie vote, moat oi them would
in great schools about the shores of the pond. the eyes would become
isible
the
through
Nui lar beyond Hie memory of men now liv- As the
summer advances they become tmm
W e lay us down to
"hell in about a month. IJut tie- water mod prclcr her to the Pyramids, if not to tin
sleep.
ing .salmon abounded in nearly every New ling- quiet,
And leave to God the rest:
retreating to the deep water—not ver\ here is -o cold that the same stag'1 of growth is Mile. Even the moral and piolis, the old
land river north of tin Connecticut, which apdeep, however, for in the drought of August not reached midertwo or three months, and the eat and coldest, cannot
Whether to wake or weep.
forego this bit ol
pear.' to haw* been their southern limit, and in and September, the
Or wake no more, l.»e best.
greatest depth in the pond young fish hatched here, for the most part, temptation; so
all ll’.e tributaries of the St. Lawrence below ,s twelve
they get themselves usfeet, and in the inclosure where the lca\e the shell in April and Ma\: about six surod
by their dragoman, or, better still,
Niagira. with rare exception-. Under provi- salmon were
Why vex our souls with care?
the past season only nine months after the eggs are laid.
dent management the salmon fishery of these loot. In such akept
rhe grave is cool and low :
by some gentleman ol' acknowledged high
shallow pond, with such dark
1 he water used for hatching is \a-r\
rivet' might have continued for an indefinite water and
cold,
Have we lound life so fair
bottom, the sun's rays exert a pow- though not unite as cold as that used by Mr. character—if possible from ISostnn—Unit
number of years to yield a large supply of erful
That we should dread to go?
influence in midsummer. At one time the Leonard at the Sebee
VVorks, there is really nothing in her performance
nutritious food for the -usteiRinee of onr teemSalmon-breeding
temperature of the water at the bottom reached when* the temperature has been above :v.i dew. which would call a blush, etc. It is better
We've kissed love's sweet, red lips.
ing population: but the greed of the few and
:
deg. F. Yet this excessive heat has no per- hut three days since November 1*>. At the still if Mr.
And left them sweet and red.
the indifference of the many have resulted in the
High Character gravely assures
ceptible effect on the licalth of the salmon.
Hinksport hatching home the temperature them
The rose the wild bee sips
j
exteimination of this noble li-li in nearly all
in fact, he found it very stupid,
that,
all this time the salmon eat nothing. ranges from
During
1-2
to
:;t
L.
through most
those
Blooms on when lie i> dead.
watery. Of the tributaries of the st. In fact, there is little room for doubt that their ol the winter. V lu*n the*deg.
All of this
earliest eggs are first and the (ihawazi very ugly
Law 'cnee within the limits of the United States,
in
i
the
rivers
is
one
stay
from
fast,
Some faithful friends we've found.
long
lasting
deposited it is about 44 deg. F., and before is most thankfully accepted, lor admitting
Salnim River, in New York, i- the only one -ix to twelve month-.
do seize the sports- the last of those kept lu re hateh out.
j
But those who love us best.
They
now mnuallv ireijuenled
early in it in full, the dancers arc still improper—
by salmon, and on the man's fly, lmt it is
not for the purpose
When we are under groun 1,
>iay. it rise- again to the <inie point. The l'ow- which has a charm
Atlantic coast they are constant visitors only in <>t food, but rather probably
akin to the action of a turkey e-t temperature tif 111<* Vv'hole sea-on jbeyond beaut\ or
W ill laugh on like the rest.
experithe Kennebec, Penobscot, Museougus, Last or a hull
rushing after a red rug. It is a com- enced in \pril. w hen the -n.r.v md ice an* grace: and however good a man may I e.
Madias, Denny-, and St. Craix. Of these. the mon
No task have we begun
be is seldom willing to admit he did not
opinion
sportsmen that -almon will melting.
lYnchseot furnishes more than all the others, not rDe to a among
But other hands can take
fly in -till water, but this has been
Development goe- :iii \er> -lowly, and the sec it, and knows nothing directly about
and ty ordinary annua! yield may be put at
No work beneath the sun
at I5uek>port.
On several oe- egg- an* not generally in ihe
plainly
disproved
proper -tate for it. Hardened vvorltlings who frequent the
from tivto t,*n thnionnd -almon.’ Tip- does ea-ion- in
For which we need to wake.
May, September and October the transjiortation. according to the common standnot evcoed the tweniietli part of it- capacity, if trial was
made for the purpose of testing the ard—the
regular ballet are not so
disgusted
of
the
e\os—until
I hen hold u> fast, sweet 1 h ath.
coloring
tile litter may he measured by the product of matter, and tin*
February, with the Ohazien, nor dodeeply
they liiid her
salmon in the pond were found at which time tlnv are divided
the
It so it seemeth best
>i'iin Irish -almon riw r
among
and certainly hear- a t<> take the
with
as much eagerness a- in the
"e\,
-o
fly
ral
or
of
the enterprise. <>f those fall- altogether stupid
patnui'
I " Him who gave ii" breath
invariably ugh.
-mal proportion
the former actual vidd of favorite
pools of the < 'anadiau -almon rivers. ing to tin* liaie of .Main-* in I" .:; ;( portion were
Most ol the dam ng "I the (limva 'i it hat we should go t»» re* i,
the l'eili*l»-e. it itself.
l’he-e were,so far as known, the first instances
md hatched at
l',,l'l
The
most
Buck-port.
Wiieii
tlii^w -rk of r«--toring the migratory of salmon being caught with the fly in the lV- forward of I Inin began lo hatch in M iivli. hut ilidill'erent enough. It I however, re
Wc lav us down to sleep.
!
to their barren river, wa
li-!i'
lii-t under- uohsc.nt Itiver, not because their habit- arc
» hir wean eves to dost
un°*il> a few individual- e.mie out of them, the markable that what skill tiny do exhibit
taken bv the V v. Kueland state-, tin salmon lil.-‘ those of their
!
V\ hetlieV to wake and weep.
brethren in other river-, fall ol Leinpelattin* that
accompanied the o,»en- even under these eireimisiaineis ehloiu
natn dlv rce«-ived a I a rev
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and so joyful they lbrgot to thank me, and
hour-, and enter- the intimate contact essential wa- not etfeeted -oon
ot
-:\
That tin mature -alimm return* to the wa- i'!i the ground, sin* danced urourM it m
tears that tilled my eyes 1 saw a halo en- sailing tor live
1 urn. purlieu tally if
departed with arms full of good tilings for circle her like a rainbow, and then the ri v r. If of an observant
enough to m-ure feeuudation. From thi- eau-e ter- in whi» hit i- hatched i-attested h.\ niany style which was perf«-ctl\ Spini-h, tun up
it be neat low water, he di-eerus along the a largt percentage of eggs
lint when they
failed. A
their different homes,
competent observers, and it i- also known that tin* body and sinking low with great {guv
curtain tell and 1 heard a scream from -hoje numerou- li-h w< dr-. built ot stakes, Russian gentleman made commonly
the discovery that
it returns, season after
a-en, t.» it- earh
were gone, the old lonely feeling returnand exquisite art
Tin* eup appeared
from
some woman in the audience. 1 hat scream
and
high-water
running
aw
brti-u.
w ab r were kept
letting-,
ay from the eggs until fre-ti
-paw nim.' l' round. M. be I.amle fa-t.-ned a
ed tn me, and 1 thought uncomfortably of
I’lie part milt had come in contact with them, nearly all copper rmy round a -alimm'* tail, and f. ,md exercise a terrible la -«*in;it i->n, uu! -h
mark -traigld out into deep water.
a knife, for lifted
heart
like
my
pierced
Christmas
1 In* tear wa
alw a\ e'm-ivl of a ii audit hedge. wen- fecundated. Thi- i- the method pur-md that tbi three -iin’<s-io- -ea-on- it returned to seemed afraid to «traili it
again.
my bachelor
out of mvsell as i was by the intensity of neai -bore
I passed the next day somehow. 1 gave
In -mie *>f the river- of the
railed lh«- **lead«T.,‘ whieli. a- ii- name indi- at Ruck-port, and with such success that, on the aim pineperfectly acted, l ive time with. r
mv feelings, there came a perfect revelainto
a large illthe
ii-li
to
ii'ii''
are
l-lamls
tin*
ihinm
series
than
or
British
not
more
two
three
marked
cate-,
the
annuala
per
iroiu lief arms she alined !a\ op ihgood deal to the friendless little ones on tion of all the inexplicable events ol the closure ol* “pound" at the Ollier elnl. Tin ill- cent,average,
of the egg- fail to be fecundated. The rate ly and some specimen' h ive l*« eonu* *o familiar
the street—Cod's children—still holding
ground, with fur thirsty lip- awl da !\mp
few years—so full of quiet content to closure open> into .i -mailer one. and this into of fo undation i- obtained b\ very careful ob- that they : r ktiow n Iq latm
past
with the
Ige. a:n! then, t i -ian.
lirmly by my compact with my spirit me, so full of agony to others. In vain, a third, all lln-e being -o ingcuiousl v eou- servation. At a certain stage of the develop1 i«• t-•«i at Bileksp.
p:
The number of capfriends, and asking frankly tor reinbursestnieted that tin- li-h readilv pa- forw ard into ment of a fecund egg the germ begin- to expand during the lir-t -ea- m v a- a nulinm and a t, a. datiee and thrilled and -hiwuvd. and t lift
lor some moments, 1 struggled to penethe last pound, but raivlv liiul their wav out inment Why not? Have not we the promise
ed again
The sixth time she had con
laterally, -ending out a thin fold, which at la-1 Ill" -ee«>ml -ea-on Wa* Still Itlol plo-pelo.;
trate t he crowd whence issued that terrible to freedom. In tie- third pound the raptured
vwiv
completely incloses the yolk. \t am lime dur- and two million* and a quarter ot
:i circh-. and.
n*
Mu
(I»;.■ in r.
that, if we cast our bread upon the waters, erv. At last I reached her,
plcted
<.-t o
about
prostrate,
li-h are left b\ the retreatin'.' tide on a door, ing lIn* growth of this told the position ,,t it- obtained. at
pale,
p.-r tlnm-aml.
after many days it will return to us?
-i-l, -he approached t. cup with tiuMlifeless. “Stand back," 1 cried, “she's from whirl! tie1) are galln d b\ tie- fishermen advaneing margin can he traced by a line of avers *■ ratify ni:: reduction from tin* old pn
and then without u
On Christmas morning, as 1 passed out
Salmon are the principal ii-li colored oil globules, arranged in a circle <»n the W hen it i- nn-utioni'1 that a eon-ideriMe \- and pails*
ig. h
at low water.
mine ! t > Kmmu lamina."
of my door, I found a child sitting quietly
hand, lilted it from tin* gi outnl wait li
eaught in the weir- on tie I'.ii.d.-c.t; but surface of the yolk. This circle i at lir-t quite pemlitiuv <»t permanent livture- enters into :|,
h:-i. alewives.
cost of the
manv other kind-, -mb a
yp-. it appear* by in. nn. an- in
small, and surround-tin* colored di-k so plainly
M
on the step, eating a bunch of raisins, lie
bps alone, draining it a- >!nI took her herring, menhaden. *■ i«•., an eaught with them. vi-ihle oil the upper side of the yolk. It enlarges probabf that in t. tun -paw u w id I*. .* »1|, ,-t e.|
There is little more to tell.
the tragedv oi temptation l>* i
<>\
looked hearty and comfortable, though
of
netin
eo
1
tincc
i*•!«
-.vv
t.
itil
Ait
litf\-p*-ui»d
already, with
The averay
to the very chambers
day by dav, until it divides the surface of the at a
to her old home
nn ri :lv daiunl about tin- r« om
f.»r haldmiti. and with
.,n,
poorly clad, that at first 1 thought lio must
the immediate viemit) u Bneksport i- not le-- | yolk into two equal pari-. A it progres-es he
pro, to I .■• 'iii"
>p>od
she had brightened with her presence
tin n in Ii\ iii:* -alimm ran be pip into | a* p. w itli her head thrown back k M
-licet
thun four thousand -almon per auinim. <Juit.* y ond tilts point it becomes smaller, and linally ii
belong to some of my neighbors. But no; when
old
and
and
faded
was
She
a
child.
be
eoiild
b\
-eeitred
number
thiThi- proee— begin-, in water the river-at tin- r.i*. of two for a emit. Were tin* cup all the time in her mouin
I bad looked at all ol' these so longingly
two-thirds of
closes entirely
Her splendid purchase for the hatching works, it -itch a va-t of the temperature of l.tdeg. I
at about tin*
all the votin' to j* * v\. the tvvo salimm would
and so tenderly, I knew them as well as if worn beyond her years.
Then tin* elder girl placed a < up a i
be handled. At pi''M iit tin-catch
i.t worth
live iloi'.u'- ui four sear-.
cheek
eould
i- completed in -even or < igln
and
number
thirtieth
w
hose
touch
But a* head, and danced for a
day,
upon my
I thought I’d fragrant hair,
they had been my own
long; time a pr.-i
e
-mlietenl to day
will peri-h befoiv
the
•:t. hin •,
of -almon from a few mtquite
As it never take- place in an uiifecund
majorii
full
tuned
once
had
shoulder
and
my pulse
\ arietN
o| movements w dlioui Id! r.
speak to him
a i«.
in
mi ii ■<
aiMu im
w a\
furnish all tin- eg"- vvl.ii h an I». eonyeniently egg. it occurrence i- positive proof of fecundain put
of
love,
to the delicious, maddening rhyme
"How d’u do, young man ?"
salmon inti* a river e«»(s fall, tin same being don*- m turn b\ :
handled. Fortunately .: •>, th«* -almon deliv ered tion. To observe it a strong light should be two tliousait
i i «*in* out • I a Imn<livd sur\ i w**,
"Hood moruy, he said slowls in a rich was now “halt gray, half ruined gold." at the hutching house, and the average at- h ot thrown up through the egg, and the mo-I nm- 11 a dollars
1 did not -re, how r\cr. :e Int
younger
much
from
three
females
and
van
not
She knew her children,
\enient w ay ot effecting thi- i- to place the egg- there ss ill in four year-' l»e isveiit
diiIt salmon, fellow-traveler*. did on another o,-»
they brought the nets, w ill
a*
baby contralto.
thirun the eggs
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a
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metal,
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over
regarded asingle
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may
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No her all the long garnered
I did not know what to say next.
who. wliih* dam-in
n. id.
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be
To
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tieinvestment
may
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a
window.
obtain
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ratio
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feciin
lilt*
re-ult
of
impregnate.!.
t.-n
dollar'*,
perfect!)
up
lint even that could
matter—he did. He took a wet raisin lroni fresh voting hearts,
t ruly tie- te-h-eiiiiuri-i- ha- :i \\ i«i<* margin.
Almost anv da; during tile latter pari «»l dune dalion a definite number of eggs i- examined
cups rim from tin* head down tin- Me
us daily,
out bis rosy mouth and handed it to me.
Ali hough the establishment i- um\ conducted the face, along tin* arm- and back, a
j not save her. She taded fi’om
there may be -ceil a number ol n«»v<d-»»h:iped from each lot, and the result made the basis of
of re- boats, covered with old duvk or -ome coarse a strict calculation. After
“Ain’t oo hungry, poor man?” lie said. and at last, with many promises
they have been treat- on sueh a scale that it quite eelq,.. :i|l oiImt Hercules in a circus malo
union !♦:»11
reel i
cloth, sunk deep into the water, and in tow of ed with milt tin-pan i- partly tilled with water, collect ions (»t spawn oi s, a-going salmon in
1 declined his hospitality, hilt his lips union in that world where we hope to
travel round him fliis i-., how c\ cr. ratlnu
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m
b\
oar.s.
the
vv
ind
if
other boats propelled
and placed on a shell' in tile spawning shed, America, except those of Mr. Mone
{
we parted.
of
mistakes
this,
the
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quivered, and tears came into his eyes.
it be fair, glidding on the lluodtide through the
where it is allowed to stand half an hour or I'ornia. the superintendent of tin works docs juggling Ilian dancing. Sonn-i inn .t i k
“And <>, thank God for that older fasli- narrows toward
is used in these performances,
sometime
••(), yes,” I said quickly, seeing what ;
Bneksport. ’I'lie covered boats longer, before it is earned to the hatching hou.-e. not think il ss ise to rest contented w ith i!< pres
who
could
For
of
ion
.-almon.
whieh
..areimmortality!'’
hut to enlarge until tin
ailed him; “1 would like to have some
yet.
in tow contain living
and I hawAs may be supposed, the salmon do not w ill- cut. development statu
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if
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Weil’s
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last
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to
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just
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counted hy tens
deprived fully dipped
manipulation. They
very
eggs annually
seen this made quite as improper, though
ingly submit
raisins;” and stooped down beside him.
There are strong, nartieularh the male-, and oeeasionalh
Then when tue commissioners
of million-.
of the one great hope of the life to conic? I ebb-tide left them high and dry.
His lace eleaie’it inslauLly. ami lie comnot so sickly sentimental, a- in am opcm
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before
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Charley
m 1 .'urope, when tin* hailerMia‘ iau
menced feeding me—alternately putting
and -tern, below the water-line w hen I he boat squirming until the patience and strength «>t put in a million young at once, and a proper In
1 born, ami poverty had pursued her relent- i- loaded, so that when in motion the water iIn* operator are overtaxed, and their clothes stream thus slocked, and reasonably protected baeK
to tin* male object's arms, twain;
one grape in my mouth and one in his.
<
come
slut
had
if
—bitterly.
out
at
tin*
end
and
other;
>,
one
only
well smeared with odorous slime. But if the hy laws which are generally enforced, will him w.th a leering smile, wliih* -he I'm
pusses freely in at
thought 1 was doing him a favor; he knar lessly
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the
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the
How
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be
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come
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an
abundant
food
that
cherished
iron
mild,
the
heart
weather
the
escape
back to
gratings prevent
quickly develop
siipplv. It is I one leg to the gallers.
j he was doing me a favor, and as the this
The boat is of the st/.e of a common fisherman's brook as fast a> they are wanted, the work pro- not expected—having in view the increased
There are 'Awalim and 'Aw aiini. a.-thought tortured me, iiow it, wore dory,
; grapes disappeared began to look uneasy.
and carries from a do/eii to twenty, and ceeds not only rapidly, but even merrily. Hard population—the salmon will ever swarm st,
lile
for
years. -oinetiines a- mail) as thirty, almon at a -ingle times come with cold weather,
“Ain’t oo dot enough ?” lie said.
Sonn* ;uv unu.
upon me and darkened my
if at thickly in our rivers :is to require the insertion (ihawazi and (ihawa/i
especially
their
••() no, not lialt enough yet.
: And how those lines of Whittier ring
load. At a landing between’two of the w ban es the same time the salmon are backward about of the old clause which may he found in some peasant girls who work I»v day and daiic.
“Es oo is dot enough, now ; dey’ll make 1 endless refrain through the tortured brain : -lands a dray, hacked down into tin*edge of tin- running. Then everything about the spawning of the apprentice papers of colonial date, "ami by night ; and others are low east*- and
water. and on it i- a large wooden box parti\
shed is covered with ice, clothes are stiff with ye lad may not lie teed y -almon lisle hut twice datiee
■■I if nil sail words of tongue or pen.
00 sick,” and lie actually [ait all the vest.
coarsely, with a male jester takiic
tilled with water. As soon a- a salmon boat it. the wet lingers freeze to the, utensils, and it till* Week.”
Tile saddest are these—it might have lieeii,"
his
a- I
handful—into
own
—a
good-sized
arrives ii is drawn up to the dray, and it> liv- i< only with great care that the eggs themselves
Simple law w ell enforced w ill. it i*. believed, occasional part in the performance,
It was years before the remainder of ing freight is transferred by heavy duel; hags to are kept from freezing. The pond is covered atlord quite sulUeient protect ion to an\ suitable saw at Luxor,
mouth. Well, it was not. fair, lmt 1 relam told that tin b.-u amserved my opinion of his conduct, and the poem took root in my heart, but at ili* box. From live to seven only are put into w ith ire. This must be broken up and got out stream that may he each season supplied w ith to ln> seen in Cairo, in tlie grata: harem• me
box, and three or four drays are hardly of the way, or the seine must be drawn under any considerable number of purr (newlv hatch- oil
J'lie r -tv le ,|
last 1 could say:
asked him his name.
great test ival oeeasii »tts
enough to haul away tie* salmon a> fast as they it; at any rate, the seine must be drawn, and ed‘salmon.) Such water should I e entirely free
is the saute that prevails, with
"<>, well for us all some sweet hope lies
dancing
“Dotty,” lie said.
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• an la*
a
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trom
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day
the salmon
sundown until' daygood
dipped
swept
till over the Fast, ami the great
“Where is your mother ?"
As
Deeply hidden from human eyes;
break on the following Monday.
hours are occupied in unloading the boats.
ashore.
This will per- variation,
And iii the hereafter angels may
“Don’t know.”
soon as tin* proper number of salmon are in a
At last the out-door work is done, the salmon mit the tish to ascend tin river to chosen spawn- : difference hetween it and that of the \\ e-t
Itoll the stone from its grave awav."
its
over
is
it
shut,ami
box
is
tilled
with
in
water,
sent away, and all tin* eggs safely deposited
“Where is your father?”
ing grounds near the source of the stream.
I is simply that the one consists prineipalU
away it goes through tie* \ill;ige to a fresh waThe early Scotch law s have the Sabbath close of
the hatching house. This is tin* principal build“Don’t know.”
expressive movements and pantomime
|
ter pond that lies about a mile distant oyer the
of the establishment, and is a few rods down time w ritten
and in
It,
is
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in;v.
delusion
ing
Un
sloppe,”
strange
of the both, while the latter is chielU
“Where do you live?”
hills.
those days tin tisli laws were not fractured
stream from the spawning shed, lit re is a large
in
riches.
that
consists
to suppose
happiness
“Ale's doin to live with oo.”
This pond has an area ot sixty acres, is fifteen room, seventy feet by twenty-eight, whose floor without personal peril or great cost. Alexan- jumping with the legs. There is just tlm
Contentment is not to he found in splendor feet, deep in the
“With me?”
spring, and ten teet deep in is closely covered with wooden troughs. The der 1. enacted this weekly freedom from nets same ditVercnce in their dancing and out
is
it that princes midsummer. It receives the drainage of an ex- distributing trough traverses the whole length forever. "The 'treame of the water sal he in that there is in the music; and the Orien
and magnificence; or why
“Es—my mammy tolled me so.”
tensive
tract
and bog land, which has of the building, standing close against the wall all parts swa free that am* swim* of the age
of
marsh
“Your mammy told you so ? Where is have sometimes exchanged the grandeur colored its
till is physically quite as ilillieiilt .as the
water dark brown, and has covered
Into it are brought spring water of three years, well feed, may turn himself
on one side.
of a palace for the more simple employ?”
other. When 1 was on the Nile. I gave
your mammy
its bottom with a deep deposit of soft mild, in
stream** round about. sw;i that his
and filtered and untiltered brook water, tin* last
the
within
ments of a private life? Why is the coun- which the roots of water-lilies and various other
Havers" a-n
I “Her don’d oil .”
in much greater volume than the others. Forty snowote nor tail** sal {not tucli tin- hank of the the (ihawazi the name
tenance of the rich man furrowed with aquatic plants find generous nourishment, but batching troughs, each one foot wide, run water.” dames IV. made things still more un“What is your mammy’s name ?”
of their movements
Fong may
pressivc
He looked me over from head to foot, thought and anxiety, while the poor go which is not the kind of bottom most persons across the room, having their heads against the comfortable for the breaker of tish law's, for hi* they wave
would select for a salmon pond. Hut since this distributing trough, from which they receive* a enacted that a third offense should receive
the
in
and
on
their
ot
shouting
exulting
way
mentally gauging the extent
my idiocy,
enterprise was started Salmon have been eon- constant supply of water, amounting in the ag- capital punishment.
and then answered scornfully: “Alamniy’s blessings which Cod hath given them? lined experimentally in several places under
it is believed hy many persons wise in
gregate to about ten thousand gallons per hour.
piscain
doe.s
man
has
the
who
Nt n I’osi ai 11A U s riou'tist i>
Tin
Why
grown
named mammy; don’t oo know dat?”
varying conditions of water and bottom, but The eggs ie in these troughs on trays made ot torial lore that the Hudson River, the Delahis
wealth
look
of
conback
to
the
the
season's
House postal committee tin Fridas, agr..
nowhere
have
survived
they
a
varnish,
poverwire cloth smeared with water-proof
“And she said you were to live with
days
ware, Susquehanna, Potomac, and possibly the
and tacked to a light wooden frame. A tray .lames rivers, may he successfully stocked With upon rates for the prepayment of printed
me ?”
ty, and ask himself why he cannot now linement in any better condition than here.
did
The* muddy bottom is found in the fall to be one foot wide and two feet long holds 4000 eggs. salmon—not those from the Hiicksport hatching matter, itieluding all
regular issues ot
“Es; she said if me would, oo’d ditme rejoice as heartily over the much as he
Salmon will not lay- There are in most of these troughs two or three house probably Hxneriments how going rapidof positive advantage.
over the little ?
newspapers and other periodicals. I 'pon
lots of pretty sings.”
so arrangly forward with spawn from the Pacific coast books
eggs on it, and in seeking for gravel and for tiers of trays, one on top of another,
and
1 felt like the man who drew the elemagazines the rates were tixed
running water, which they milch prefer, they ed that thewater circulates freely among them. are expected to confirm this theory, and eventThe girls of a California seminary lately conic in large numbers into the brook by which The eggs are as large as pease, or, to be inori uab\ furnish our tables w ith fresh salmon which at three cents per point'd, and upon all
phant by lottery. “Its most deuced cool,”
measures
a
size
little
he
of
an
shall not
for tin* rich alone.
Penob- exact,
egg
average
newspapers at one and a halt cents per
1 said.
developed a singular fancy for using three the pond discharges its water into the and
That the Hudson River over abounded with
de- less than a quarter of an inch in diameter. The\
here they can he easily caught
payment in all cases to be math
“Es, it awly tool,” said the young man, one-ccnt stamps, instead of the regular scot, and
are semi-transparent, and of a color varvin^
salmon scents improbable, and the fact that any
of their spawn.
prived
r.t the time the matter is
kind, upon their envelopes. The letters
deposited in the
considerable number was over taken therefrom !
rising; “ets do in de house.”
June and July the salmon in tin* pond from pink to salmon-color, or sometimes a deej
During
is more than questioned by onr best-informed mailing oflice. These rates apply to newsIn the house, and divested of his wraps, were so very plain and matter-of-fact, and arc constantly jumping, and their agility is re- orange-red. Yerv pretty objects they are.
From the time the eggs are deposited in tin
scientists. Hendrick Hudson told a tish story papers sent to regular subscribers as well
he was as much at home as if lie had al- the attempts at evading surveillance in the markable. On two occasions they have been
water a constant development goes on. Oi
when In* wrote that 1m* **tooke ye salmon" in
seen to jump clear over a hedge live and a halt
as to printed matter, so that if the Hill
one
ways lived there. The first thing he did old-fashioned wav grew so scarce that
fish
the
outer
the
shell
is
from
relaxed
this water, and showed that lie did not know a
feet
above the water. It is not supposed coming
becomes a law, no printed matter ot any
was to harness a chair to the head of the
inspecting teacher investigated this whim. they high
big river trout trom a salmon.
did this with the design of passing the and feels soft to the touch. After being inpreg
The eggs distributed in INTO, numbering !,description whatever will be received lor
lounge with an old pair of suspenders, and And lo! the cunning creatures had taken hedge, but accidentally, it being quite common nated and in the water a short time the egg:
241,800 were sent to every State in New' Rut- transportation through the mails until
to writing tender, emotional little epistles to see them jump to an equal height in the mid- expand by absorbing water, until the shell i:
then to get on himself and commence dial
land. and also to New York, New Jersey.
dle of their inelosure. as though tin* leap were distended and leels very linn. Alter this ther«
to their lovers under the stamps.
prepaid.
“talking horse” most uproariously.
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aged

House
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tlic President"&

the students

Sartoris,

a young
Englishman of lei tune,
file occasion was a very brilliant one.
many oi the notabilities of the capital and

we

gather

ihe

account

York Herald

says—
Another moment and the head <>f tls
bridal proee<>iuii crossed into the Fast llooin
ing m military cadence te the strains of do
ieio11> music.
First came Tin
bridegroom
'll,.ported by Lieut. <V>1. Fred Grant, wlio wadiv*'-e■[ in the full uniform of his rank in tin
any, and who walked on the right of tin
bridegroom. Then followed the eight bride*
maids—Misses t onkling, Frelinglniysen. Portei
Sherman, Droxel, Lent, Fish and Haro.*
tlresvod in white and gracefully moving forward in eoiipie-. President Grant, with tinbride «ui hi* left arm followed. ThoneameMrs.
Grant llanked 1>\ her two younger sons. Jess,
uni riy*ses.
Following these wa* a small
i.umbrr of the 1.ride’s relatives The bridegroom
wore a serious, determined look, a* if he wen
-1Higgling to keep the agitation of the moment
from being mirrored on his countenance,
up
bearing struck me as that of a man who waabout performing a dun from which la* dan
not shrink, and whose life depi nded upon tin
exaetnos* with which the duty i* di;-eharged.
Mi** Nellie entered with upraised head and intent took.
The color had faded from her fare
n.d he betrayed no uneusine*', gazing straight
before her with eve* fixed with an intentnes*
that gave dramatic effect to her < ntrci. Ilei
'tep was firm and confident, am: if you eoull
forget her place,no (Jmenever went to eoronat
i: with a more queenly air than Miss Nellie
w.-iu to meet her bridegroom.
The President
•v n
hi* ii*ua: *tolid expression and directed
mo\
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wonderfully exorbitant, and more dissat- attention.
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isiiietUi. i-".•«.>,}.
Several students were
Subscription Terms.

In

a

all the feelings,
volt against it.

trr.A

si..:

t

and obtained

ith a heart

difficulty,

; iiy ician's certificate ot
inability to <-::er< ise Hut all could not be
blessed with palpitating breasts, and so
the drill e.mtimi"d to be anathematized.
At le.ngtii tlie students drew up a petition lor the abolition of the drill, signed
by nearly every member of the College.
November Iasi it was laid before the
Boards fur their action. They discussed
it at
me
length, called ,n one ot tiie student-' to explain eoitain points, and suggv-ted that the reasons tor the abolition of
file drill should be drawn up in writing
and presented to them at their next meeting Their request was complied with,
and a written statement was submitted to
them in January. For some reason they
did not see lit to discuss it, and the peti-

|

1.1011

was

not rejected, out ignored.

Some changes were made, however, ir
die military regulations. Instead of imposing company drill upon all it was eon
lined t" the l-'reshman and Sophomore
elasse-.
file Jimioi-s \\ ere to handle tin
big gun and the present Senior class wa;
The non-aetion of the Hoards
exi-used
caused ome discontent at the time, 1ml
as the drill was then quiescent, no hostile
demonstrations were made. But with the
Spring-time came the drill, and a few days
service mtliced to revive the old disaffection.
flic artillery service at noon occasioned < peciat odium .Matters, however,
did not assume a serious form until
< )n that
\\ edne day la-1
day the Junior;
on
di-banding indulged in a series ol
flic next day the class was susgroan
1
while the l-’aeultv investigated
pend!*
tlu-ir
a-c
Six ol
their number ae-

having groaned, one ol
dismissed and the other live
suspended for the rest of the term. The
remainder of the class was reinstated on
the da\ following, with the expectation
no
hostile demonstrations
that
more
would be made.
Hut tin1 class was aggrieved at the loss
ot some of its best men and decided to
“cut" the drill on Friday.
Bainy weather
at noon, however, prevented any notice
km-wledged

authorized

as

the

one to

11

we

nearly strict party one, and the republicans. along with the vote of the negro,
gained by kissing his long heel, must ake
a

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ol
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
well

re-

Their object is accomplished whether the
law is practicable or not.
The vote was

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Jour
nal will please so state to tfie Court.

sent U9

will,

secure and control the negro v ote was the
main spring and moving power. They
know it can never be enforced, and doubtless they have a secret hope that no attempt in that direction will lie made.

Agent lor the Journal.

the paper has been
it is to go.

if you

it would be found that a desire to

passed,

■

an

prejudices

could get at the
real feelings and desires of the majority
by whose vote this extraordinary lull

■

is

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A BE Ml BY.

passed by the United
Saturday morning, and

was

Status Senate on
of which we give a copy in another column,
is one more effort of our radical Congress

—BY—

•Two years since liowdoin
a

correspondents

nf the Nov.

letter

Uuuxswick, Slay 234, 1874.

officers of the government crowding
the Presidential mansion. As the ladies
will want to read something about the

affair,

a

lows—

high

of different papers some particular
The ceremony was impressive, and 10 in.
Pr« idrnt and Mr.-. Grant appeared inert touch*
To the bride and groom it appeared simmg.
ply a a matter of ceremony, having no particular -igmue.iiiee. The bride was in a particularly bright humor, her lace being U s- >criuuthan that ni
groom. The rite?* were mm h
hkr
tho-y ol l.; Eph-eu-pai Church, although l)r.
i til any is a Methodist, and
pa-tor of the Metropolitan Church, where the President worships,
the answers were given by the young couple
u
a
dear, audible tone, and as tlie minister
i. after taking their hands. “With the eyi"a::g!’ ft}*;'.-.' ring- you enter upon a new lire.
•:th new responsibilities under God," there
was deep
feeling among the spectator.-. The
uoni> were soon spoken that joined tin ir lives
u
in
Dr. Tiffany was tin* lirst to salute the
D* id**, being followed bv the President, Col.
* rant and other relatives.
Tin: lloral decora*
u- of the public rooms of the White House
were marvellous in their
beauty ami profusion.
Above Ihe platform there were the heaviest
i. stoon- of tin- w hitest flowers, tuberoses, lilies
■t the
valley, spirea. amlother choice varieties,
lending a perfume to tie* room, that was almost
oppressive in ils svveeine--.
Above the heads
:’t t!*e couple,
suspended bv a thread of flovver.wa.- a large bell formed
wholly of the rare.-t ot
white tly.V't—a present, it is said, from New
D-rk trieiids.
In tlie Green Koom a bank of
ill
-ame rare flowers was formed oil an oval
t .l«!e.
A -land of pot plants, most exquisite im
their beauty and arrangement, reached from
nr side of the East Koom to the
ceiling, and
wherever flowers and evergreens could be
1 need, there they were.

point

Say.

Students

l'lic l'oitimid Tress has
an account ot the College

daughter,

18. was married oil the iTst to Mr.

from the

tho

What

the execration of the white

which

races

every-

where

It is believed by many of the cleirest
legal minds of the country that this bill,
if it shall become a law, will not state the
test of the Supreme Court, in the question

£5“Batks & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisement*
for the Journal.

Subscribers are requested to take notice ot tin
date on the colored slips attached to the paper, li
is the ouly form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to thal
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARK
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIlt DATES ARK
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested k
forward the sums due

of its

It. is sometimes

constitutionality.

draw the line sharply between
the sovereign powers of the state and of
the United States; but nothing is clearer
difficult

to

than that to the state

sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the paper is

matters which

belong

all tl’ose

to the control

-in

was

V .V ')!,»

(I1IAPTEK XIII.

HTT I, li It.

(1818-19.)

and

,.

is

I'ho New York Herald gave its columns
last year for months to an unveiling ot the

professedly

found in

a

fourteenth amendment

clause of the

•'Congress shall

have power to enforce le appropriate
legislation the provisions o'this article."
But this cannot lie held to utility the re-

President’s plans ot C.-vsarism, but nobody
took alarm. And now comes a prominent
western paper, with letters from its editor

in

Washington, reiterating

J

■

Anon

——

nothing.

why

t

“Churili-coing

moved to rooms in the brick block before
named, and thence, in January 1829, to
the office on High street previously (.ecu
nied bv Juib'e Crosby,

the site of the [
brick building now occupied as a store l>\
.Mr. Arnold Harris.
In November 18:14 it
was removed to the rooms over the store
on Main street now occupied
by Mr. II. 11.
Forbes, erected that year; it was not again

...i

■.

i.

in New York.

water

bottle

How's that for nutation?

inquired,

not move.

-Some

County.

fifteen hours

now

are

long,

1
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on

onneetieiit youth, aged
the occasion of hi> marriage to
of 11 summer*.
..

was

sereuad- j

a v cm ra-

A California youth won a bet by putt in::; a
billiard ball into his mouth, but :t doctor bad to
let it out with his little lancet.

lb"• Mr. Boy
d, of t he!-, i, pn-a< lint in the
nitariau church last Sabbath.

l

.\fl»

There will he

a lecture at the
North rtiureh
Sabbath evening, by the pastor. Subic.-I
XatU!
Mute Prophe-ie

-*•

more.

A prominent
phy-iiian declares that imrj
iced tea came into fashion the
digestion and the ■
an*
disappearin'.* more rapidi*. than I

■

Several of Belfast'-; ,v-p t. d iti/ells took u
idle1, returned
trip to Koi klaiul 1; -i Monda,
in a very he K nigh Mm 1 condition.
»

1 he stateii >n\m. ation ot ('orinthiun Kovul
h * !»• ptei will 11 held on Monday evening
’Veril audidutes will he exalted.
next.

nene-

\n

ever.

Nineteen lmmlred and eight loaded
,i
t
at. and departed from, tin- l a-tand Maim* Central stmion at Portland ia
week.
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died la t week in Boston,
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ph Ingraham of Hoeflalld, aged liiiietvtlied Monday.
Heun-oitf o| tloorSiuniav. Mis death ••aim* like -leep and without pain,
lie oil!\ complained of being tiled.
ltoekland.au old eiti/en,
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had foi tho e lit*.
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ho.
who were with Dan IKieello
when lin y left, Dan vva mi the stand in.
in
t»1i W here' Susamia (iuiir;
i hev thim
I.. ought to have aid team ter.

1’ile Mate Convention of I 111 \ cl -aii-ts nice!
at Calais .1 u lit go.
\ htl'ge attemlanec i :i lit iipatcl and the Society hope to alibi'd free ent«
lain111«oil fbr all the delegate- ami \ i-it• *i -.
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lhat
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publicly bated in tie* Ma ..hu-cii
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~":nou to ■gr.uuo a Week during the pa- y. ar.
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ill

of age.
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I he
11pi<• 111•
alai- adjourned to-day
In tie*
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Kent inky ••mnnainhuj.-i leaped li..m ihe
fourth torv of a hotel, stnnk on the •l.vliptit
•*t a liar
tore, went through if and
polled
c ot
,i
brand-new ill. liat
\

■

.ii/..

a

tumor.

A

I

hea\ y rain of Monday night, all the
the eity ware eowred bv angle
I >id they rain do\vn

next

1

iiodon. Kit Itobin-on, i,,»1 .i. .t, far,
•dabbed Annie M
1 alliiner. aged -event.
al-o colored, at a tioii-c in "outllW i. I.
i-l i.
tie V. a arre ted.

aii

the

in

worm-.

I he lir-t
Congregaiional elmivli of l,, \iugton. Mass i- till
Using a liible which w as presided to the parish by dohn llaneork in I V!' k

in

r

walks

Hen. I.ieb, who speaks for the Herman- of
Missouri w hen (’ail Seliur: is aw.iv, says thev !
will never \oie with the Kepiudicun part’* .nv

|

leave- of baker's brown-bread

'..TO

ale

The hoholink ha
>i n
tillin’ IIIand
with the tinkling- of hi- tipsv -ong.

ble woman

i

.'fast

I><

Sunday morning.

ing.

and which they had been taught In regard [ o|«le\y while walking upon the -tree!. -n
as essential
to saltation from the conseThursday \\e* k. and died the Saturday folkv
quences of 'in ; their children and grand- ing.
children. were they this day to learn for
A voting man kept at the city farm in haiio-r.
labors under the curious hallueinat ion that h«• i
the iirst time the religious sentiments pro
a woman, and
appropriates and wears all tin
pounded in the exercises on that occasion, shaw k and millinerv
that In* can lav his hands
would marvel that such rigid views of on.
man’s moral and religious accountability
low a is said to contain a natural curiosity in
and final destiny were entertained and
the form of a pond, tin* water of which has the
half
a eenturv
ago: verily, property of bleaching every living creature it
taught only
the world moves.
contain'. Here k a chance tor discontented
It is not reprehensible, in the judgment darkies.
of tlie compiler, to mingle the gay with
A small town in Kentucky has developed a
llie grave, and therefore he records the queer specimen of the genus homo in tie form
of
the
a facetious dentist, who advertises that In*
procession
following anecdote. While
before referred to was waiting to perform w ill pull teeth ‘‘without pain to the operator,
to the bystander!"
its escort duty, one of our townsmen, and with very little
an honest and
According to tin* best authorities on tin* subupright man in bis diallings hut a little "mixed" in bis notions ject the a\ erage pro tit of the railroad companies
of church organizations, doctrinal creeds is about four and one-half to tive per cent. <>n
Western roads, and about seven per rent, on
We., growing a little impatient at the de- Ha-tern roads on tin* cost of building the roads.
on
walked
the
hill
Street
up
lay
High
Thirteen years ago John Kendall, of Alabama,
where the profession was formed, and
• ailed Arthur
Spooner a liar. Spooner ivtlretone of the marshals

accosting
why the procession did

day s

and

Next Saturday will hr Decoration Day.

The Herald ays that the house ol F. 11. alderwnod of < .linden, was burned Friday morn-

ii
!
lit.,

i.
.‘1

T in
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All the -ign- indicate a Iiea\yhay crop this
Forty thousand cattle are said to have perished j year.
in 1 tail and Nevada during the winter.
This is about the right time to make your
A Cuban dollar bill just buys a drink of >oda
garden.

requi

i*..

a

<

—

City

News of the

A thirsty Philadelphian swallowed
of bail dye by mistake. ]|e dyed.

iti• ntimbi
of marshal
but no drum and tile; the absence ol
which usual accompaniment of a public
procession in those da\ led a j-n o e individual to remark that if it wasn't for the
name of Installation he
Inmld think lawns -going to a funeral.
Matty of the excellent good lather and
mothers of the day thought, dotibtle--. I
that the settlement, of a minister without
the concurrence of the church in matter.-,'
of religious faith, wa- tantamount to a
funeral of the -damn-h old doctrines to j
was

on

removed until a new Collector was apin 182,8. During this term of time
it might have been denominated, not inappropriately, a Custom House on wheels.
Col. Lane was a native of Buxton in this
State.
In the war of 1812 hi' held a Commission as Lieutenant Colonel in the regular army, hut was in command of his
Regiment during a large part of the time,
lie was stationed for a short time at Fort
Independence in Boston llarhor; afterwards at Fort Preble. Portland, from
which station he went to the frontier. He
was at the battle of Plattsburgh, Sept,
oth. 1814, and at several minor engagements prior to that date.
When the office
of Collector at this Port was created his
meritorious services were remembered
and In received the appointment. He cun•tinued to hold the office, discharging its
duties to the entire acceptance of the
mercantile and sea-taring portion of the
community, until 1888 when Nathaniel M.
Downey, Ksq., ol this place, was appointed
to succeed him lie, soon after removed to
Boston and was engaged for a short time
in business as a Commission Merchant ;
from which business he retired on receiving an appointment in the Boston Custom
House,
lie did not engage in any active
business alter the expiration of Ins official
term but devoted a large portion of his remaining days to horticulture and kindred
occupations, of which lie was passionately
fond. He is well remembered here as ail
ardent, not boisterous politician, a courteous gentleman, a faithful officer, u#ahiable member of society.
He died at .Newtonville. Mass., June s. 187:1, in the

pointed,

the

Genoralties.
Thomas Hatch, of Washington. Ivn<>\
dropped dead last Friday.

ll

lu

these valleys and rocks ever heard."
Daniel Ltine, father of our fellow
In the month of
citizen Mr. Daniel Lane was the first ColFebruary, died, Capt.
lector of Customs at this Port. At the Samuel Houston, aged ninety-two.
lie
time ot his appointment he resided in came here to reside, in 1771, and was the
Portland, lie came here early in the sum- second Town Clerk, in order of time, John
mer of this
year, 1818, with his family Mitchell being his predecessor. He was
and commenced house-keeping in the a member of tin- •-Coiniuillce of Safety"
house on High street occupied by Capt. elected by the inhabitants of the place'in
James Miller at the time ot his decease, 177G, and was the lir a captain of the milie afterwards purchased the Whittier litia company organized here after the
place, the same premises occupied by the Declaration of Independence. Hi suclate Alfred W. Johnson, where he resided cessor in that oil ice was his sou. Samuel
while he remained here. Nathaniel 11
Houston, Jr., who was a member of
Bradbury, whom we all remember as “Washington's Body-guard" in the war
the upright, excellent Cashier of the Bel- of the Revolution.
On the tllst of July, Rev. William Frothlast Bank for many years, was the first
Deputy Collector and continued to hold inghatn was installed as pastor of the First
the office until Col. Lane’s successor was Congregational Parish, popularly known
appointed. Noah Millerjof Nortliport. was now as the Initarian Society, with a
the first Inspector in charge ot the Revenue salary of =i\- hundred o Par-.
This was
Boat. He was the Major Miller who in not done in concurrence with the wishes
of
that portion of the parish denominated
1814 left Lincolnville in a barge with a
crew well armed, and three
leagues from “the Chtu'oh:" Mr. I rothingham's religshore captured a British sloop bound from ious creed did tint in all respects harmonHalifax to Castine with a cargo ol mer- ize with theirs
As a consequence they
chandise on board valued at forty thou- took no part in the services of installation,
sand dollars. Compelled by tailing health which were conducted by an Foelosiustirai
to resign the position, Capt. James
Doug- Council appointed by the pari h commitlas w'as appointed to succeed him. The tee. The church adhered to its original,
other officers attached to the office were an distinct organization, and became the nilleus of the present l ir t
inspector at Bangor, Frank foi l ..ml Cam
Congregational
den.
Society, popularly known a the North
The sermon at the Installation
The Custom House was lirsl kept in the Church.
second story of a wooden building erected was preached by Rev. F./.ra Ripley. D.D
bydeorge W. Webster in 1817 which stood of Concord, Mass., Rey. John Ally it, l> D
at the intersection of Market and
High of Duvbtiry, Mass., father of the late Rufu
streets,opposite the present Pho/iiiv House B. Aliya ot this place, give the ( barge to
the same building erected by Hon. Ralph the Pastor, U-y. Hazekiah Packard D.D
!•
C. Johnson the year previous. This build- ot Wiseas.-et, the Addlethe people,
ing was subsequently purchased by Mr. and Key. Silas W irren ot Jackson the
John Hamden and removed by him in Right-hand of Feli.ni hip. The r.-\. rend
1891 to the corner where the building now clergy were escorted to t he meet ing-hou e
occupied by the Belfast Savings Bank by a procession of the pari-hinin-rs; there

.Col.

ing
regulating of hotels, public conveyances by land, theatres, school t, colleges,
Does He Espeot a Third Term t
Hut this act at otic swoop
The mmol' that the President lias aspira- asylums, Ac
It. was again removed in 1849
tions for a third term are again thick in overturns the practice of ail the past and stand
and converted into a dwelling-hone; the
s
asserts
the
of
over
control
the
tiie air, but strangely itsdoes not stir the
Congre
same now occupied by Mr. L
C. Hilton.
placid serenity of the people. It is be- functions of the State, Courty and even In November 1821 the Custom House wa
iieved in some quarters that they have municipality, still worse, it assumes eon- removed to a room over the store ot F.
I’inkham A Co., in the brick block on
grown apathetic after the events of the | trol of the jury bo\ in the states, ami pro- Main street erected
by Ladd and Morrill.
last dozen years, and mean to take things vides penalties for the local officials who In
April 1822 it was moved back to the
shall exclude negroes front the draft of room where it was lirst kept, and continued
as they come—
“duller than the fat weed
The warrant for t.ii< interference there until June 1824 when it was rejurors.
1 hat roots itself in ease on Lethe’.** w hurl.'
pertain

mainder of the instrument, nor authorize
the story of
an assumption of the timetons of state
boundless and determined ambition.
It
it be true, which we much doubt, that and lvfunieipality. 'There is i wide differGrant lias set his heart on another term, ence between the authority to compel
the important question arises whether it another person to do a thing, and the
is a manifestation of a belief in lii.s own rigid to do it one's self.
It this ill-advised measure shall become
great popularity, sufficient to carry him
a law, it can only tend to promote embitto a third term, which neither Washington
front.
.Mrs. Grant looked sad, yet there was a
tered feelings, jealousy, conflict and riots
Mitering -mile ol joyous i»ride' beaming from being taken ot this, :is no drill was called. nor any of his successors attempted—or
At noon tho Sophomore class held a meether Hooded eyes. .Sir. Sartoris and l'red. (irant
whether it is really Cicsarism. or a belief in the border states, whee the colored
stepped upon the platform and stood on tlie ing at which ail but two members pledged
that the country needs an emperor, and i people abound, and a depopulation of
right-hand side. The bridesmaids halted when then word and honor never to drill
again
about midway between the door and platform,
that lie is the coming “man on horseback." | those states in which the negroes predomin
Freshmen
to
The
College
agreed
the President and the bride passing between
them.
When about three pace*, from the “cut" drill for that night.
There are some tilings in tlie characteris- j mate or nearly eiptal—provided its folly
J'hc weather cleared away before
platform Mr. Sartoris stepped down, and. adtics of the President whicli favor the latter ! and unreasonableness do tot make it a
vancing, melt lie bride and let! her to the assign- o'clock tthe hour at which the two lower
ed place, on the left side ot the platform, where
classes drill) and at the sound of the bugle theory. He has military training and c\ j dead letter And in any event it will prove
he surrendered her to the President. Mis* l'ish
tin whole body of students gathered be- perience, and knows how much like a mere another nail in the eollin of radicalism
and
stood
the
beside
the
other
bride,
-topped up
But at the call to “fall machine is the
attendants forming a semi-circle in front of the fore the chapel.
soldier, and that the phrase
platform, and Mrs. (irant and her two *on-- in" only tin* two men above alluded to
We transfer to our columns this week,
in
of
“bayonets that think” is idiotic; he is a
standing rear these.
came lorward.
front Harper’s Monthly, a very interesting
Tin: TRorssr.\tT, ktc.. ». i<
At 7 o'clock the Freshmen held another silent, guarded, concealing man, so much
article upon the subject of pisciculture, or
1’iie dres* of the bride is spoken of by tinat which they also agreed never so as to have caused tlie New York Trimeeting
ladies with mu«h admiration. It is described to drill
again and adopted the pledge of bune to speak of him as “an epauletted the artificial hatching of Jisli, by Charles
a- a mass of satin, lace, and
blossom*,
orange
the Sophomores, word tor word.
The
(i. Atkins. The author, who was
a* fleecy and
airy in its appearance as though it
formerly
sphinxlie believes in destiny, a* was
were made of swan's down.
Her catalogue of Faculty, discovering the state of allairs,
fish commissioner for Maine, lias devoted
new
and line dresses is said to number forty, were in -■-■sinn till midnight. The next evidenced by tlie unshaken belief which
and it \v;e *aid by a lady whose knowledge i
morning, Saturday, each of the lower he had in his own election in 1872. when many years to the subject, ami is one of
beyond all rite ism that Nellie Grant takes classes was summoned before a
the best informed men in the
separate his fortunes looked darkest.
country upwith her thelinest trousseau that ever went out
tir in order to discuss tho situation,
«»f Washington.
Half a dozen of the ladies Prof
on the habits of fishes. The salmon hatchfor
all
these
Still,
we
do
characteristics,
but nothing was accomplished in the way
present said her wedding-dress was the handestablishment at Huoksport is one of
•oiiiest they ever saw.
It- material was white
of reconciliation.
At b o’clock the three not believe that Gen. Grant intends to be ing
the
richest
that
could
be
•atin,
found, it was classes held a union
at which they a candidate for another term. He will not. the results ot Mr. A.'.s careful study, and
meeting
11 mimed with Brussels lace of the costliest eharis probably the most snccesstul lisli
themselves to stand by each other in
<■ ter. a
propoour judgement, care to come before llie
present from her father, who imported pledged
If one man was exit for the purpose.
The bridesmaids were also in evbry emergency.
gating
place in the world. Mr. Atkins
in white.
Mrs. Grant was dressed in black pend all would consider themselves un- country as the first candidate for a third
estimates that a salmon gains a pound a
tissue silk, richly embroidered. The ladies pros- der the same
nomination for tlie Presidency, and in the
discipline.
nt were all richly attired, and the company beare
now
in
They
open revolt, and much face of tlie examples of tlie illustrious men month, after it is turned out to care for iting rather small, the opportunitv for displav
excitement prevails throughout the Coland when we v.-membet that this is
was jmw',.. JivemniiiT-.MP’aWl'tfm.wvrf tin MiitifiiiS M.uju nun in uifir poMllon. wA’W V't-urA-city.'- ‘Vue ffekmem ajJpiTcl- self;
the relatives of Mr. >artoris, were present, and
ocean, without rare or cost, and that the
have shown as yet no symptoms of ates as well as
They
one
the
force
of
the obany
far a* known, they sent no present to the
instinct ot the lisli carries it back
’-ride. They arc in mourning for their eldest vielding, and are fully determined to abide jections in the
public mind to a continu- unerring
the threatened expulsion.
mi, hut it i> understood that the most extento the river in which it was
spawned, it.
ance
of
his administration, and that not
arraiigemenis are being made- by Mr. SarOn I'uesday about one hundred of the
must be confessed that no economy det ised
tori-V* family and personal friends to give his
tlie least among these is the
salary grab
student were called individually before
brid- a welcome to which her position and paby man is capable of such returns as this.
which lie approved and by whicli lie
rentage entitle her. and one that will do much the
aid refusing to conform to
large- There can he but little doubt
Faculty,
to warm her heart toward the land,
that all the
which
ly profited. The party sins will weigli
must henceforth be her home.
The President the drill. were sent home.
rivers in Maine will in time be restored
by
down sufficiently the candidate, whoever,
in addition to the Mechlin lace, gave his daughthis system to their old time productiveter. vSld.hoO in mone\.
The presents will soon
lie may be, and the leaders,
at
Wholesale
the
Murder.
Attempt
be packed and sen: to Europe. They are val led
including
ness in the
migratory fishes, f which the
.•
about >b",(n*o.
Gen. Grant allowed his
A niuv.!. rou-, aflrny oei unvi.t on board President, understand that it behoves them
salmon stands at the head, and is decided•laughter some months ago to name what he schooner Annie IV. of St.
to select the man
John,
K
off
whose
shoulders
11.,
upon
Mould give her without regard to cost. Her
ly the most delicious of the finny tribes
■led ■< was a set of black and one of white lace.
.Monhegan, Saturday night. Tiie Auuie they rest lightest, in addition t
positive that comes to
Mr-, (irant wrote immediately to the wife of IV was bound from Portland for St. .John,
our tallies.
««ur Minister at Brussels. Mis. J. P. dunes, an
with old railroad iron, and before she qualifications for tlie position.
intimate friend of the familv, giving the order sailed a man came
The two years that will elapse before
on board and wanted
Murders are so very abundant in Maine
mr the handsomest to be had in Europe. r--gardt" work iii-of oxpens-c
The result i> lace such a* has
passage, which was permitted. the nominations of 1870, will lie time suf- that vi last week overlooked the fact that
At
lx'
o'clock Saturday night, when the
m•■■.■•■ r hetbreHound its way into other hands
ficiently long to make or unmake candi- Thomas A. l'ike had been convicted in
hah those of royalty. The iadies lingered with
mate s watch called, the
passenger, who dates. But if no
die most prof' und admiration over tin*
inspec- wa- in tie captain's watch, came alt and
change shall have occur- Portland of murdering lii.s wife by throw"i <*f tin s,- valuable bridal gift*, and not until
red in tlie relative positions of men and
a revolver
at
.suddenly
the
discharged
the time for tin-departure of the young married
ing on a sofa, with the arm of which her
captain, the ball grazing his head The parties, we shall expect then to see the head came
uple did thc\ quit the library.
violently in contact lint the
A pleasant incident occurred as fm: carriage
captain ran into the cabin and wot his President
favoring the nomination of Mr. verdict has been set aside b\ Judge
was leaving the door-»f tie- White House. Tw o
revolver, called the mate and goinw on
Blaine of this state, and himself
little girls, daughter- of Mar-dial Sharpe and on deck met the
man
preparing Symonds, on account of the extraordinary
coming att again and to retire
I'olle.-tor (.':iM-i. came out upon the porch and
to private life. The considerations
several
shots
at
him
without
each threw a slipper after the departing couple, discharged
manner in which the result was got at.
aie 1 the omen o: good luck was made
complete apparent effect, and was knocked down. which impel us to this belief are many; It
appears that when the jury retired a
the direct nos* with which they were aimed The mate, Solomon
Camp, coming out ol their recital would take too much
—one striking the bride and the
other her the companion
space at ballot was taken, and it was found that
was struck a°terrihle
way.
husband.
blow on the hack ot the head with an iron this time. We set it down here as a eleven wore tor conviction on a
charge of
Mr Sartoris and his bride went by bar, which fractured his
skull. The villain prophecy, to tie referred to hereafter
and one for conviction on
manslaughter
>[)' mi. train U S< \\ York tin* same after- then tired a pistol shot into his head. The
a
charge of assault and battery. After a
noon, stopping at the Fifth Avenue Ilote'. only other man of the crew was shot at
The Centennial.
session it was agreed that all the
without injury and fled up the
long
rigging,
On Saturday they embarked on the steamThe Commissioners of the Centennial
where lie remained during the
ballots should lie put into a hat, and the
affray.
er Baltic, for
the
President and •Hie captain
England,
exhausting his revolver, was Exposition met at Philadelphia on the juror in tavor ol conviction for assault and
friend- accompanying them outside in a pursued to tlie cabin
by tlie assailant, 20th. Hon. C. P. Kimball, President of
where a struggle took place between them
cutter
battery was to draw one. If lie drew the
the Maine Board, being unable to attend
which was renewed on deck, the
ballot “not guilty,” then the verdict was
captain
1 icing reinforced
by the cook, a spunky from illness, the stale was represented bv to stand as it was, hut if he drew “guilty”
A fatal case of .'Unique occurred al tho
.Marne -Medical School in Brunswick mt- boy. failing in their effort to get the Commissioner Joshua Xye. Reports of the verdict of conviction for
man
manslaughter
overboard, they retreated lo the the various committees
eral days since. Miss Corena C. Kstv, of
were submitted.
was to be rendered.
cabin. The assailant then cut the
He drew the latter,
halyards
a
The Executive Committee review the work
Presque Isle, girl aged 14 years, came and sheet.-,
and the verdict was so rendered.
letting the sails down by the
before the class for the purpose of having I
which has thus tar been undertaken
run. and avuinw into the I
Ollt
it 1
by
a
large tumor taken from her neck. Hr tml left the vessel. At
daylight signals of them, and state wherein they have met
All tin- students at Hr wdoiu College,
Green saw the patient and declined to opdistress were set and a New York vessel with
success or failure.
erate, until the parents could be communithe
They
with
the exceptions of two or three, are
regret
a man on hoard the disabled craft
and
cated with
The result was tho mother put
manifest indisposition ot Congress to
in open revolt against the military drill
sue was
into
grant
brought
Rockland, Sunday
and other friends came.
The Hr. stated
afternoon. Surgical assistance was ren- the appropriation of three million dollars which has been for a few y tars
the whole case, tho risks to bo run, and
past a part
dered to the mate, who will probably die. asked for, as well as its refusal to
the possible chances of success in the repass the of the regular exercises. When first in1 lie captain is not
seriously injured. It is law which was essential to the interna- troduced, the drill was
moval of the tunir. So large had become
the assault was made with the invery much liked,
the tumor as greatly to impede the res- thought
tional character of the exhibition.
but of late it has became irksome and untention ot robbing the
They
of
his
captain
and
it
had
also
piration,
begun to effect flip
which the passenger knew are not able to report any satisfactory pro- popular. At the latest account s the
circulation. The decision was to operate, lreight money,
faculty
as
flip tumor it loft wlioro it ava-o must he had on board before sailing.
gress in the contributions to the Exhibi- were considering the question of expelling
kocki.anB,
soon kilt tin1 child.
juay r.,.
tion funds from other States
The patient sank
except New all the students. Amid all tin- excitement,
The person who committed the murderunder the operation, anti died in about
and Oregon.
The appropriation and pro and con explanations, one fact is
ous assault on board the British
schooner Jersey
halt an hour. The Brunswick
Telegraph Annie B. was arrested on board the Deer of Pennsylvania, on the other
hand, apparent—the drill was a part of the course
-ays that Hr. Green had previously oper- i sle
packet at Atlantic "Wharf, at half-past together with that of the
ated in six similar eases, four of which
city of Philadel- when tin; students entered, they accepted
U o’clock this
evening by City Marshal phia, and the
were entirely successful.
Two <.t tho pasubscriptions of citizens, it as a portion of their instruction, and in
Brack ley
lie is a
young man of about
tients died, the shook
being too severe a -'■> \ cars, named Roberts,
amounts to nearly four and a half million all
and
on
justice are bound to abide by it, unless
tax upon the system. In the
belongs
present, ease, Deer Isle, lie has a
pistol wound in his dollars. The total number of shares thus there is something to make it distasteful
tlte Hr. spoke quite at length to the class,
breast in which the ball remains, and the far
subscribed for is 180,520,
telling tiie members that the result could
representing more than their personal inclinations.
mark ot pistol shot on th.e side ol
not lie predicted, but he hoped for the grazing
which a-e very unequally di$1,805,200,
hi head and cuts on his lace,
fie
admitThe present high price of potatoes is
beM, and believed that former successes ted the assault to the
officer, for which he vided among the various States, The
warranted his a. tion in the present instance.
said to he owing to the destruction of the
said
he
had
no cause, and was not in
I
his number taken in Pennsylvania is 177,172 ;
l ight mind when lie did it.
He landed on in New
crop by the Colorado potato bug, in localiYork, 11C1; Oregon, 540; MassaWilliam McGilvery of Seat-sport, Ale., -Monhegan, got set off from the island
ties that have in part supplied the cities of
to
who recently gave JJAOOO to tho Hast Maine the main land and walked
chusetts, 272; and so on down to Texas,
to this city
the Atlantic seaboard. The march east< Conference
is
the
a
wounded mate, is more com- which takes
candidate for Damp,
Seminary,
only one. The estimated ex- ward of that
<
ongressman Hale’s place; it is now cur- fortable to-day and has a chance ot repest has been steady, and it
penses of the Exhibition, including the
that
the
rently reported
Portland Republi- covery. If. B. M. Consul
is supposed that this year it will prevail in
teleMurray
cost of the various halls and of the
cans have settled on Air. S. K.
general the State of New York. It will thus affect,
Sprino- for graphs that an officer will he here to-morSenator as against Air. Hamlin, and°that row armed with a
administration, is put down atJ8,750,000, a
proper warrant.
the Press will come out in a leader, in a
region that has marketed potatoes as far
and the total amount thus far
assured, in- east as Boston. The
few days, supporting Air. Spring; and
probabilities are that
'I lie New York Tribune
prints an intel- cluding the proposed contribution of Con- the article will be scarce and
General Horsey of Bangor will probably
statement of the causes of the Mill
ligible
high the
is
not be returned to ('digress on account
$0,574,000. For making up the
gress,
River disaster, prepared
winter, and that farmers in Maine
coming
by Mr. Hamilton balance, with
of his poor health ; and Attorney-General
to
something spare for gen- cannot do better than to
lo"le, a civil engineer, whose profesplant an extra
Plaisted, Isaiah Stetson, John B. Poster if
eral contingencies, the Committee look to
sional eminence has been
established by a
and Jacob W. Palmer, all of
breadth with this root. We throw out the
and
Bangor,
series ot works,
further
that by wiiich the
subscriptions from various quarLlewellyn Powers of Houlton are men- steamship Greatnotably
suggestion tor the consideration of those
Eastern was saved in a ters to the amount ot a millioif
tioned as candidates.
dollars, most interested.
[Boston Globe.
critical emergency by skill and
in- while the estimated
daring
1 he conclusions to
receipts from the ExI till ing the past week the Railroad Com- genuity.
which Mr
Towle is forced are lamentable
hibition are set down at $2,500,000, mak—The Prog. Age is tolling its readers
missioners have
indeed
carefully inspected the
main line of the Afaine Central. We have The dam failed because its plan was faulty
ing a fair balance in favor of the enter- about the coming senatorial contest, in
The
workmanship was slighted and the
it fiom one of the board, a railroad man
which the Committee think should Maine. It had better not spread out too
materials were inadequate. Some idea of prise,
of twenty years experience, that the track
its success.
the
of the
thin, but confine itself to the fifth district.
terrific
force
guarantee
are
stream
in
of
first rate condition!
rushing
bridges, etc.,
deatli
he
formed
from
Two years ago it vehemently opposed the
the
may
show
a
decided
and
simple
improvement the past
statement that the fissure an the rpined
The Eewiston Journal is enterprising'in renomiuation of Hale because it. would be
year. He says that this statement is parshows that the flood must have startthe ghost line. A reporter for that paper
ticularly true of the bridges, all of which work
unjust to Waldo, and because Hale had
after thorough examination, they declare ed with a volume 17;a feet wide and .‘to fills
an entire
with
his
in
created useless offices for his own benefit.
feet
page
experience
dee]).
President Alorrill and his asto be safe.
the haunted house at Springvale.
The Now Waldo has been cheated out of ansociates are giving the road their utmost
Senator Morton is reported us
that the
efforts in the direction of wise economy, Senate Committee will in a fewsaving
days report a hair-rising portion of the report relates other term, and the useless offices still exwhich, we are assured, will show excel- Dill lor tlie election of President by the people entirely to what others say they have seen. ist. Will the
Age let the public know
lent results in the next annual report. uim-t, and l„- believes it will pass this Congress The
,nf 11 f an
reporter and friends stayed all night whether it now opposes Hale’s re-nominainto
the
go
different
State
Legis*■
[Portland Press.
lature-! next fall.
in the house, and saw
tion ? And if not,
not?
Wi:
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ci! but wad ncvcrlliulcas
accepted. From
the Records ol 1 lie 1’arisli it is inferred
that it was hung in the latter
part id' April
or early in May ; it was the first
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the Sanford whan. :he
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hook* for an hour 01 *o.
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pungent fume* drove every
hitch between the Church and tlie < min- now his honor 'bines like a new tin-pan on a
body out ..1 t c *toiv. and late in the evening
ed,” was the reply; “the Church isn't gate-post.
the inmate* were in te.c* over the event.
A Company calling itself the 'Theatre < •»mexactly satisfied with Mr. l'rothinghani's
creed." “The Church!” -aid lie, -let the ique concluded its dramatic performances in
\ speeiul train eaine in over the railroad on
Church goto-: Why don't you make tie police court thi' morning, and ieft town i ne*day, having on board die itnilroad < omlost tbills
with
:dii,
Though
sundry
unpaid.
1 and my
a new one. a respectable one:
mi-sionej*. Me**r*. Wilde-and Hlake, Pre*
to memory dear."
[Lewiston Journal.
wife ’ll join
lent Morrill, Kugiiieer Holt, L
idina*irr \ rr>
Collector A. K. Howard, of Portsmouth. N.
The town otiieers for this year Were
intelligence that the 'hips with and Master MaehiuUt 1‘hilbriek. Hew wore on
Manasseh Sleeper, .lames MeCrillis, John H., has received
the cable from N »va Scotia to New Hampshire a tourof inspection. and left tie- -nine afternoon
S. Kimball, Selectmen; Uenjamin Whit
would 'ail from Kngland on the loth of thi'
An amateur census month, and probably arrive otf live Ik-ach
tier. Town Clerk.
Mr. William M. Hall ha* hi autifully frc*eoed
taken in tile fall shows that there were about the Stli of June.
tin- parlor of his hmi* *. It ;* well worth seeing
then one hundred and thirty-seven families
'The fifty thousand salmon hutched at l.\erlcth a< a work of art. People who are finishing
Weston’s tish breeding establishment for the
residing within the radius ol a mile from
niff lion*.-* earned *0 handsomely and heuph
river have been placed in the brooks
(ieorges
Nesmith’s Corner. The amount of money
Mr. Ha
decorate the wall* a* by '. •-coiic
of
the
'Tie*
balance
into
that
stream.
running
raised for parochial purposes was i-tliTT !IS:
hundred thousand will be turned into tie* M«*do- has iini*hed in this manner some m the '...no
number of polls in the Parish
; poll mae in a few
days. [New s.
soniest houses in Massachusetts.
tax-to it'.: per centum on the valuation
A Troy man carelessly lett hi' fake to.-Hi on
\ in.dian
'Hi* room of tie- \ oitng Mi.'
id’ estates, real and personal, live cents.
h\ hi- dog.
The largest tax against any parishioner a chair ami they were 'Wallowed
A-*oeiation, mi Itaviom mwea .e.<- .th,- m
ninatieJ.li year ol hi
age; his remains
i‘nl»eraf in the piYf<-IVasc oT olfl'ciierd
Yiito
accomodate
the
ips.MY
targed
increased attendance
Cemetery.
town during the veal wai twentv-ei;1 lit.
dog, however, ha- not h.-.-n well dm-c the ae
1 he report that the
Mi Bradbury was born in the town of
.application of the editor ot
<*i«lent. and ‘Trojan \\ itlini*
..\ be
*h t«-. Hithe Pro;’
Am* for admittance had been black
Fork in this state, Sept 10, 170,7. an(| ,-e.
iii;*.
is this Water Disappearing; from the
balled 1* not true. They believe that
sided in that place at the time of his
Whini l»<* sail makers ami rig:;, r- <»i t liarl<■ -1 >u u
apEarth ?
the lamp hold* out t i»ti 1 n." a
pointment. Prior to that time lie had held
mtv\ yard wen* suspended from work Titurduv
t
a
rt that all part oi the .-arth
the office ol Deputy Collector in the Cusafternoon. until him* first, and noth*.* ha- been
I
'las lin* <ml
hi*- J1...1-.
11jni
i.. |
tom House at that port.
given merhanies of equipment department that
He came to this I Were once eoy* red h\ water.
u. h being the
will lie suspeneedfrom w< rk next 'fee-.lay
-oiiih "i I lie
lit Hon i- w.i
!'■ to.* a • j. and ,L-j
place in 1818, with Col. Lane, and after case, then there mu t have been more water at they
<
until Monday.
aiise i- t ha I
appropriations -landin
user
his marriage, July 10, 1820, commenced that time than there i- now, when owe one- for naval
nigh! m the -rr. t
i i*«
purposes arc short.
TMieniv Row. About tw
: ». t, in the nun
house-keeping in the Ryan house, then so fourtli part of the earth's urfare not overed.
t he Portland Press -ay-:
“A
letter
private
iin- it was ■*' t ui ills Mill
called, 011 Front street; it was burned in But how i it at the present time, or due.* the Horn
vivd am!
Philadelphia gi\c-a very unfa\oralde rethe lire of October 1865. In 1824 he erected
without
_om ra! mum
The m
earth became inhabited
] ?.
it continue to port of Hen. Horsey’s condition. He has had extinguished
the house on Church street now occupied
another \erv seven* attack, and tin* ehanee- cendiarim *t| *j u ■:» r to Ii •, i* thin0'- m n.
own
1 believe that it d*
disappear
and
we will
;<-em much against his
recovery. Tin will
by his widow. He was elected Town Clerk see what
wav.
ad new- for his numerou friends in Maine
proof < an be brought t<- ub tantiate
in 1825 to lil 1 the vacancy created
tinby
*
win* watch idr intelligence of in condition with
I III
'!• tom and tin
<i’1 1 iioiitl* i*»ii*»s
t do not
death of Dr. Herman Abbott, and was re- thi-theory, if the tide «m -nr .•
much solicitude."
nishi d ivlro-diim ni
1 •.i i!»» workmen at tt.
elected for several successive years. After flow so high a the> formerly did, nul ebb lowliutliii'' in’ oi the plunking of hi-new
\ Lynchburg, Yu., despatch -av* that Richthe expiration of his official term a. Dep- er, thi would be proof, sow with regard to
brig
ard Coleman ynegro) murdered hi wit- with The drink \v:i
lies
beverage known
amen who have foluty Collector he was fur three successive their ebbing low* r. Ml
an iron bar. and then poured kerosene
i ovet
“roo ter eocktjii:.
the <vtei of c ompouudinu
years Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, lowed their calling on our on t any length of the body and t tin* to it. fhe body was di
known only to ihe » apta.i.,
aim in dm" was erected cashier ol the
and the next morning which
i
time, will inform you that ledge- and breakers covered by the llatin
guard
Belfast Bank, which office he held for appear at low water that were formerly not tin negroes were about hanging the uiit'dcfcr. again-t unm-t -nspi. .m w»* will -a. that it ihut wen- prevented by the anthuritienineteen years. On account of tailing -m u, and those that were wen
a -Iricils tcmperai.
be\erit;vc
only at \* r> low
A lad named Albert Norton, at Mount 1 >. -.-n,
health he then retired from business and tid«*s or in
>a\annah.
M:i'
m.
gak-s of wind, are -iT* n n..w ;ii nm-t
iuuni
the tlamdci
>'i a
in-all
trap, and it wa- -prungand carried
his son, Mr. A 11. Bradbury, the present
tide, or the breaker, appear -j cv«u *,• tid** oii'bv some animal. By careful search In- track- ;'forill on Satlirda, afternoon ia the brig l. \\
Cashier of the Belfast National Bank, was. ever)
ikirla
i. tiom Bella t, Me.. whim
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not get at it.
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has thi- been notice! among eamen that a
Fort .lackson, was struc k by
n.
died at his residence on Church street,
tin u
another trap, and the m-xt inoruin.
lightning.
fluid played an-und the wire rigid nr -<nn* tine
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convicted
the
I
he
uninjured.
ancient
sea
Wall
found back lY-un the
and a man of sterling integrity, lie was
minder of a little (iermuu boy. a year ago, and
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d'llO nib* limit ni:'. pi;i<‘|ia .»•[ ..| whbkcs [,.
passed away eoast, from the r.i tern loot, bills ..1 the All** sentenced to the Penitentiary for life. Tin «
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1 liave notiec.l
dollars from tin* child.
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only
•irhf days and nine Ihhiin. beating others that
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t out in desperate fashion.
One of them, gowere thrown within the same
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enough "f it. -ang out. “Quit, unit,” and ■ame out It; hour- ahead. c Apt. Kane is au mi
The separation was understood to be a ot the year. Such a tide there now would flow ding
I lowed this up hv crying “Police, police."
orprisim* and stirring om< man. Shchrough;
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democratic measure; it is quite
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Northern
Geologists say
1..U xciii.i'— At Tenant Harbor, St tieorge.
•ar frame-.
Considerable alarm was occasioned early Europe is gradually rising, and especially the from the \ ant of Dean ,V Long. May til, tin e.
in the spring ol' this year
M'lioonei Sadie Wileut.Jsn tuns. Length
I hi* lnanimi of luadiny ire at Bi< khu'd’- m*w
by the appear- Scandinavian Peninsula, where water marks masteil
keel. 122 feet: beam.: 12 feet; depth of liolti,
ance of the
small-pox in our midst. The have been kept for several hundred years. Ii of
tvharl, upon tin- cast side is \ini«pie
v ^Uit
!o feet o inches; carrying imparity, o()(t tons.
ran
that,
a resident, on the eastern
•story
also explains why coral idands of the Pacific She is designed for the West India trade, she
s built from 'lie lirsi -ton «»f tin
building amt
side of the river found a
pair of pantaloons and Indian Oceans are elevated hi11 enough to is owued hv the Imilders. s. it. .laekson and Inclines until it reach.*< tlic leva !
fin* wharf
en the shore and
supposing them to have he covered with groves of trees ;md dense otliers ol 't. tieorge, and by .(as. Itlis- and mar the oilier • lid. \ block .*1 i. i- pla-*»*.t uii
other parties of Boston. anti In t’apt. L. ti.
been lost from some vessel took them to
he sluice and it-lide-tin-entire length oi th«
Barker, who will command her. 'lie rate- \ 1.
his home where they were washed. The vegetation, so as to In* inhabited.
There are islands that are formed b\ volcanic American Lloyds, for 10 veal’s.
V inryc number .,i block- ,j
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22.
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spread of the dis- appearing of the water.
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\\ ater cannot In* annihilated, and where
notwithstanding, ipiite a number
does great exertion succeeded in removing him from
vent to Koekland, hut could
not find what 1
were attacked by it; several eases
proved it go to? says one. Neither can any other the debris. He was carried to hi' home mi
aml
passed on to < ’amden, hut fat ed
fatal. There was a rush, of
course, lor known substance be annihilated. The coal that Woodworth street, and lived hot a fen hour
l,, Uor Tl“,,v. Blit;* said
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he. “• r /. nw When
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could yet them: I t ike the Journal
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passage
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city government
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may be lost to the
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small-pox instead elements,
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tending to show gone up to the higher regions of the atmosphere, was on Monday elected
Karl\ Saturday morning the inhahitants t.
any intention on tiie part of any one to and a portion of it may In* lost to the earth. If
1 ween this
city :ni<l smrsport. l>p‘hoM several
—And now coffee pots have taken to
practice deception in the matter, it was the elements of water were separated, where
probably one of those accidents which will would they go to? The. hvdrogen would
liseonsolnte-lookiug young limn with earpetIn
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prob- exploding.
now and then occur without
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Another event ot this
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The Civil Right* Bill.
Saturday morning, at the close of an all uigli
session, the United States Senate passed tie
Civil Rights bill, by vote of 20 lo l(i, in tile fol
lowing draft:
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Mr. Philip.-. tin* landlord of the
Beach Hons* hired a hoi s, and carriage and
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ol Senator Baton of Conneeticut.

portrait

He has a solid, conservative look and bears
the la
ot -i m;m wlm will never dabble
in any

<

men are

And grave statesmen in Congress say we are too poor to aid in making the occasion creditable

mittia

on

long vexed question.

—The (irangers propose to take a hand
Exposition. 1'he Master
of the National Crange has appointed a
committee of seven to aid. and the order
in the Centennial

wTill raise .*7.7,<niu towards the expenses ol
—At Woodford’s Corner, near 1'oriiand,
they have cornered a chap with three
wives, and are going to run him through
the courts.

Better make lum live with

them all in the same house.

him up
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strong language,
1'hev have produced

but

it is true.
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edies sin.-e the world began. They are counter( ripples
irritant, all-healing pain relit ver-.
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People unacquainted with physiological
chemistry are aware of the quantity of iron in
the blood, but all should h/t<nr ilie importance
of keeping up tin* supply, for debility, disease
und death are sure to follow when the quantity
becomes too much reduced. The Peruvian
Syrup (a protoxide of Iron) supplies thi- vital ;
element, and hss cured munv chronic diseases
ew

“l)"

you go tSabbatle«eln»oI. my lad?'
i kindly asked a city missionary of a depraved
little Dubuque urchin. “Nary," answered the
I innocent child, “but I've got alightin-eork that
can walk over am bird in this town that wears
gatfs."

j

1 he Proprietor.- of the American House.
Boston, are among the first to make a distinction
in prices for rooms, and have reduced #1.00 a
day on tin* rooms iu third and fourth stories,
which are easily accessible by the Passenger
Elevator. Other uppartments*$4.00 a day. 7\n
excellent table und good beds liavealwavs been
found at the American House.
“Hi ! where did ye/get them trousers?'' asked
Irishman of a mail who happened to be
passing with a pair of remarkably short
trouser- on.
“I got them where they grew."
was the
ply. “Then, In my con
indignant
science,'' said Paddy, “you've pulled them a
too
soon
!*'
year
an

W e take pleasure in calling attention of our
investing friends, capitalists or persons of

moderate means, to the very safe as well as
profitable Railroad Bonds advertised with us by
the well known house of K. & '1'. FAIRBANKS
A CO., whose long and wide reputation as men
of v'rir/ht and ki<ijust huluncr” is an evidence
that they would not connect themselves with an
enterprise of doubtful value.

Take awa\ my first letter, take away m\
second letter, take away all my letters, and 1
am always the
same.
Can you guess that? !
You are right: it is tin* mail carrier.
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Trimmings

To !><• found in this

city.

Belfast. May 20, 1?CT.
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PATK.NT llDSKWodp < ASKKI>
lj A New Article, Prime Rosewood, Mvc! I p'.
Round Knds. the nicest thing of the kind
er manufactured in America.
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JAMAICA
(t! \ uhll

work done

An elegant combination ul the frit .lamaica (linger
with the clioice.-t Aromatics. Ii is beyond uli com
parison the most
invigorating tonic and
stimulant before the public
It is earnestly recoin
mended to the weak and nervous, to those recoverfrom
ing
debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and v igor. It is invaluable
to tile
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In assisting them to overcome a morbid appetite for
intoxicant-. Taken bv one of confirmed habit, it
will allay thir-r, generate a healthy How of the gatric juices, thereby furnishing the proper solvent for
food, and permit, by taking the place of intoxicants,
and assisi, by it- renovating action on the -v- tem,
the complete restoration of the uppeiite. health ami
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RICHARDS

Miss Souhwortii.
Having

PI

I

EDITOR.

or less than one eeni a
day. ii give"'rrl' reading matter enough to till an ordinal
£1 *J”» book of over dUU page-; and ill a Near .Vi
such volumes, /. e., si.rfi/.jirc thAhi,*.g worth of
matter !
I n eaeb i- thus antmallv

NEW

o«

Alpacas.

A
Ill i Ho i
ON INI i. 1»»
.v Mail
ill BRAN l* ol Al.H I' a
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Wlli.tii
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Retail!
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Extinguisher

SANFORD’S

Streets,

.in-

s

HENRY WARD BEECHER,

b»

>

nil-: fDMIM i D lHMA.N i>
we ire obliged to ivn in a /'/
//.I
by each .Steamer.
nr HUS are our* ST'/.T 7/1 /. 1 1 and
guarantee'.he Vi/-.s7 ASsun J Ml- A
and IAHVKST HHK'i s in I'.eita ;
The I N 1 Y F.RSAI. YFRD1CT of the Tad-,
tantiate t hi * statement
Do not for,--, t :
at our Si’i.FNi>ID A* 'OR
\it
U A M a V R (3 S

Weekly Family Newspaper,

Boat,

BEST SELECTED STOCK

COMBINED.

se

the

solute and permanent cure. All Doctors apPrice #1,00. Sold by AVm. O. Poor
prove it.
A Son Belfast Me. and Druggisis everywhere.

:»I,

I el H-.

<

IME.S, either

Wholesale
W

Every

I'RK i

it

"

TO

•*

t

*

OY>l.\«i
Hamburg*,
•I Ss’07.'7’T//A J

ueb a pure amt ennobling siorv aii
o/.d
Cur \* iphl:>r
should be read in every home.
This new
rial i now running oj r!>
m
v

Ty'*.<>V niosi; .iai'am m. it;in
l>re** Hood* du*t Renin-1
1
w ide, Selling at 1 ~.c ] r vard

I/ \

Her book two years ago, '-Mu
outsold even eontempr#nirv.

,7;,d

1

Japanese Goods~T

ttu.

>1

H. H, Johnson & Co.

Miirphy,

Fire

NOTICES.

Jean Paul It

as

-ht.
--hid.

serious objection--, yet palatable,
even inviting ’<» the -ensitive palate, which will
create no morbid appetite for itself, and operate aan a-.-i-tuut to dige.-tion, as well as
perforin the
funet ion- of a stimulant. Mich we •ontidentlv I
liev e is to be found in
n-r

he Sold*
1

M. Sewall. Iluskell, Rangor.
Fannied Edith, Rartlett, Ell-worth
R. M. Ronnie, Rurge.--. Carver*
Harbor.
.Martha Week*. White,
Rangor.
\\
(i. Laddie, Ryder, Dix Mand.
dolm Earnum,
Hero, Harris, Roston.’
.1. R. Aleman, Clark. Ro
mi.

••

a\ i

imuai nts

All old lad\. hearing -ome ulie leading about
a < <mgre-smau-at-iarge, rushed t<* tlie kitchen
door, shouting, “Sarah Jane, Sarah Jane, don't

only infallible cure for PILES ever discovered.
It is purely scientific combining the best methods of the French, English and American surgeons, acting as an instrument, poultice and
medicine, and not only affording instant relief
from exerutiuting pain, but performing an ab-

hr.

",

-"th,

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

Nervoti- people -hould avoid tin- lenipoi-an
relief of tea or coifce. A clip of pure < Yicua
will lie found nutritive a
well as -ednlive.
Walter Baker ,y to.. Bo-ton, received the
premium for exei-llenee at the Pari- and
highest
\ ieuna Imposition-,
t'lieir good- are for -ale
even where.

“Happiness, i> the absence of pain." says
(elite, und ‘40,000 grateful] patients

which will

Runner, Coomb*. Ro-ton.
Addie Clement S, l.irtletield, R,»Ck
land.
Hell. AI(-ude, Rutters,m. Ro-ton.
t umeo,
do
!’eaohy,
lb R. A rev, Roberts.
do
hurley Rucki, Ross, Jacksonvile.
lb Ellis. Torrev, New York.
Edward Everett, (ireenlaw, V. Y
Herald. Hull. New York.
A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, New \mk.
Empire. Ryan* Ro-ton.
R M
Ronnb
Riiroe
t urve.
11 arbor.

Fountain

in one's life when the n.-.-.i
something possessing restorath e or stimulat
ing prop, Trie.- i- felt and. if at hand, indulged in
-imply with a vimv to fortifying the system again.-i
'iekm
against great anticipated dang- r, against
bodily weakne --, or against dark troubles of the
hiiii*i.
Whatever may occasion the use of the or
dinary stimulants ,-pirituous liquors), when conin ui;iu>
m
»>*<** »C tinw
tinued tor
stances followed by deplorable results,
(-specially
when taken
the
weak, the nervous, and the sick
by
ly. lint notwithstanding their injurious etlect-. in
toxicants are freely prescribed by pin sieiaits and
friends. A great want exi-ts for a

T

I I'd-

\"

GOODS! TlieCHPJSTIAN UNION Black

New Goods Received

SAILED.
Mav loth.

the

odco

Gloves.

R IT I I \ 1
1 \OZ. KII> i,LOYK> .11
*
1
J
1 and J Button in Ilia I. m-1 *
h\ I KN
>elling at 67c l>er pair, worth SI.'"'
I’AIK \V \ll!!A N i l.!'.

as

are immensely popular.
Cnt‘1- /’ >,.>' Cai.C,"
alone out-selling by hundreds of thousand'. un\
edition oi any original work ever published—

t

MILLINERY

BELFAST.

T.i

land agent in I olorado remarked to an emigrant that all that wa- needed t> undo- the
place a paradi-e wa- a comfortable climate,
water, and good society.
"That i-all that iIacking in lu ll," was the reply.

II

w*

T H E

STIMULANTS,

A

bless the ANAKESIS of Dr. Silsbkk

'.•oth. se!ir.

--d.
.’4th.

HEALTHY

W in is :i ship designated as "-lie":Brcaii-e
siiv alyvav- keep- a limn on the look-out.

Choice and

A lilt I \ lie

70a?' Hay
Siral'.'
inal.o: Lime,
S Ld.jaO.Cu
Uall Washed Wool,
40a 10
.)a(M Lnwasheil AN Hoi,
dOaCu
Pulled Wool,
40aCo
\.'i)aO( Hides,
7a0o
laaOC |('alt'Skins,
14a0o
Ha(X Sheep Skins,
sLOCati.OO
sail jllard Wood,
sf'.OOas.co
\\.-,oao.Ot I Soft Wood,
S4.OOaO.Ce
7 at Dry Pollock,
4ju
j
7a* Straw
ss.coale
_'

Kggs,

Pills, Potions ami Pungencies.

v.

have led to the widc-pread 7■ mpord no o movement of the da'
Mr-. M'owr i- now in ilt. prim, of that
geniii' which wrote "l tide Turn." ripened
by years of study and observation. Her novels

!

Beef,
Baldwin

OF

per
per ton,

Cheese,

and wanted to pay his tine, hut was very
much surprised as well as disgusted when
the judge gave him four months in jail

our

d Stock

*

S ! L IP NE WS.

-'d.

l'otatoes,
Dried Ai'j.h'-.
Cooking \j.«>1.
Butter,

A certain saloon keeper in Portland y\ ho
had been indicted for keeping a nuisance,
went into mud to plead his uyvn cause,
tints saving lawver's fees, lie [dead guilty

V vt!il

miseries

-.

years and 4 month*.
In Nwbleboro. Al iy lJth, do iah M l-lugg. aged ;•<
ears and .; month-.
In Cniou. May huh, R, He, mih dang liter ot Mr.
ami Mr*. Au-tin Iia. liel.b r, a >ed yen

We will
ning
send a circular containing certificates, the re< Hie
cipe. A >•., gratis, to any one requesting it.
bottle of \ el low wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
ami mules, «,r for screw-worm in sheep. Stockowner*—the*e liniments are worth your attenNo family should be without them.
tion.
“While w rapper for family use ;** Yellow wrapbo
Solti by all Druggists,
per for aniniaL.
cents p(-r bottle; large bottles, £1.00.
.1. lb
Rosi: a ( o.,b:» Broadway. New York.
--.,

Oats,

The Detroit free Press'judge comes up
and says
Something in your sad
face and sorrowful speech seem to tell me
that you mean business, and that from
this hour to the day of your death you
will never drink anything stronger than
ginger beer, and that only bv the tea
pooni'ul. This is my present impression,
but it you should come back here charged
with having created a row while drunk.
I'll make you hop like a sunflower before
a tornado.

Vi hy

l- i.iie-; rail and examine

•*

Tut Mii.i. litvKit Disastki:.
A large
number of witnesses were examined at tin bow Is. cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep, i contains neither minerals, morphine
the iiiipiest in Northampton. Tuesday. in
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
eluding engineers, contractors and other need n *t cry and mothers
ina.v rest.
Jyls
connected with tile building of. the reservoir.
Tin- testimony presented a damagBELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
ing array of facts, showing the insecurity
f• •••'■/. (/ m
kljj for the. Journal.
of the foundations and the sham construcISki.kvst, Wednesday. May gT-. 1*71.
tion of the dam, as well as the gross
lour,
s'.'.uuum.ui nounu nog,
luaon
j
81.o( < dear Suit Pork,
$ti4a0<i 1
neglect of precautions by those who have Corn
I
»:i 1.
.Mutton per lb.,
10ao
had tin1 oversight of the reservoir. One live .Meal,
l.OOal. 1< Lamb per lb.,
l.'a 1t
Bye,
j
witness, an engineer, was so affected by Corn.
$1.<X l urkey per lb.,
'.ViaOii
1
U»a
.J
t
hicken
1
ratio
the character of his own testimony that Barley.
per lb.,
Beans.
\;*aU.A Duck per lb.,
lulls
lie fainted and had to he taken out of the -Marrowfat
l*< i-, l.-J7*al.7>< (reuse
ldald
lb.,

l

PARASOLS AND SUNSHADES'

days.
In Rockland,
May lsth, Hattie A., daughter of Jolah ami Loui*a It iolman, aged li
year*, 4 month*

Casiokia i" more than a substitute for Castor oil.
It i* the only safe article in existence
which i* certain to assimilate the food, regulate

again

25c per yard.

WOOL SHAWLS In all Grades.
Fine DRAPE D ETE for LADIES'SACKS.

is

ships, the brightness of happy homo-life, the
spicy complications of neighborhood associations, and 'Ueb follies and profound domestic

awa\

tumors. A

court room.

Colors, for

Striped

1

agents.

ALPACAS

Kid
| /
"T*

It hear- directly on social topics ot interest,
embracing the romance of youthful companion-

popular brand.-.

Silver Grey &. Steel Mohairs in ail Grades.
Silver Grey & Black Stripe Silks & Poplins.
Paisely Shawls & Striped do.

thur crutches, the lame walk, j and -J7 days.
in Rockland
!
huh, <1; orge L Wall, aged
poisouon bile arc rendered harmle and the .ears, 11 monthsMay
and •? dnv
| In
wounded are h< dc.l without a sear. -The r»
Kockhind, Ma\ 1-tb, do eph Ingraham, aged *• .*
year*.
cipc i" pubii-bwd around each bottle. They sell
In \ inalliuveii, Mas 1 *i h. Hannah, \% ife of (’apt.
as no article- ever before sold, ami
o-:ir
lo month-and 1they sellbe Josiah lngei M.n, ug.-d
duy-.
cause ihe\
do juM what they pretend to do.
in I homadon. May
ull. !.i/,ie L Ruler, aged
Those who now ."idler from rheumatism, pain years, 11 montlo and 1 day.
In rhomuston, Ma\ bull, \\ illiam I'lagg, aged 4o
or "Welling; dc*erve to -idler if they will not ns,*
year*.
< cntaiir Liniment, white
In 1 hoiuuston. May l"th, Man R imhull, daughter
Afore
than
wrapper.
if Frank ami
lara !.. o'Rrbn, aged : mouth- and
loon certificate* of remarkable cures, including
li duvs.
lu Wnldohoro. Mu, oth. Milford M. Appleby, age,1
frozen limits, chronic rheumatism, gout, runthrow

Defence.

you leave the clothes out all night : mind. 1 let!
you : for there's a < ongressmau at large!"

In

'■

.,

I

FINE

Obit lurry noting, bettor, d
Dot.-, .Yo.uc <»:■?,7 Age
must be paid for.)
In this City, .vfav 14th. Mr* Olive
iirown, aged bo
ears and 11 months.
In Cnity, May
-d. Mi •• .i.iim R. Watts, aged
about
years.
in Montville,
.t)i
llto i'heu Yo*e smed
about bu years.
In Rockland, Mav tbfli,
ah in Hull, agedb:J years,
months and lu day
in Rockland, Mav Istii. Charle.s I’.. -on of duuies
and surah I
Martin. u ed '.years, U* months and

salt rheum, earache. Ac., upon the human frame,
and of mi ains. spavin. galls, A»
upon animal"
in one year than have all other pretended rem-

Ni.x\ Ymtk, May J-'i
,1. W atson Webb
sends a note to the papers, -tilling that if
the correspondence of ex fceerelary Sewanl and Webb, relative to the Carolina
affair, is given to the public, it yvill show
that the claimant proposed that it any
Brazilian should collect it they would receive all over $ii,nou.
This was done,
and Webb sent the syd.iioii to Seward,
paying the balance to the claimant's!

!

not

In the most

DIED

lameness which

rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
sprains, swelling-. raided breasts, scalds, burns

'flic elector would be less wise and
moderate tit.- longer di ohltion ua de
laved
£*.-Mlulstcr

no

Black Silks. Briiliantines, Mohairs. Alpacas & Cashmeres

Buek'yille

pain which the

Author ol' “C,ich: Tout* < <•>
]\''i
"I/-/ J f
I."
ami other powerful storie.-, each the lit.-ran
sensation of its period; and this story promises a like genuine ami "•hn/rsonisctisation.
L l-'Mi:/l <>f

special attcntwiris called to their stock of

s

Liniments will not reswelling they will not

Harriet Beecher Stowe

Special

The Best Stock
—

—

Clothing Material

Notiee.

FlitMMilYL

New Firm-

FOR SALE!

>

the Centennial

warm

;

i

sets at rest, a

There i-

i he

impossible

I

Ibrs Just Arrived

com-

l'1“' •'supreme Court of the Lnited
states has iv- cut i; made a decision that in
States where the constitution does not forbid municipal aid to railroads, the Legislature may legally authorize such aid.
It

was

MARRIED.

Centaur Liniments

<

Spring g SniDD^DcBBGooib

In Moniville. May 20th,
by Ke\. K. Knowltou, Mr.
1- L. Lewis of Fernandin’a, Fla., and Miss Lm
Ayer of Moutvillc.
In Rockland, MavSth, Mr. Fdwanl McIntosh ami
Miss Zella A.
Dickey, both of Rockland.
In So. Montville, May 24th,
by Rev. L. lvnowlton,
Mi. ( buries <).
Ludwig of Liberty, and Mi Kmiua
<'
Light of Washington.
In Northport,
May 24th, by Win. A. Pendleton,
Ls(|., Mr. Albion K. Bird and Mbs Marv 1‘. Ratter
'on, all of Northport.
In
South Uarolina, May 14th, by Rev.
'*
*b McKay of May<ville. So (A. Rev. .1. Julius
Anderson of Sumim rlield. Ala., and Mi— Fannie
N Buck of Bucks* ilie.

m

l

NEIGHBORS”

LINIMENT

the -object, and the resolution

passed

tabli-hing

■

Stock o!

A

—

i- the latest ami raciest work hy

*"BllaiaW3QKrhM •* *■* ’g*awratuarggKwecMi mme. uaanaaaa

FAMILY

centennial.

Legislature
raising of a joint select

atftmaaaaMCmm—ji

aeyuot

—

—Even |«hi Mexico lias appropriated
*7(i,00(i tu forward her products t<> our

advocated the

glad

to learn that Hon. C. 1*

Kimball, who has been ill and threatened

redit Moodier transactions. Snell
needed in Congress

Senator-elect Eaton, of Connecticut.
an advocate of woman
As a
suffrage
member ot the
he last week

are

«j ac..

elegant

rtf e w

PmU.''
j

long and well

And Our

H. H. Johnson & Co.,
In\ itcs attention to their

New Prices!!

“WE

thirty

of

tion.

Outlook.

he -ovation i>.i> i; b.nna yt-:ir1 hat would give
ci
rem-i ution
;u years each.
I he present
population oi the world j, estimated 1,200,000,- date.
Leading expansionists in the Senate
t * rant that
000.
ot
each
tin-average
generation declared
to-day their willingness to vole
tin* be«-n ! .'*)n,u00,00". which is a wry liberal
It is of
allowance and iMil.'li in c':co-:. ot the fact. That for file measure in that shape.
wuuldgiw ;lu whole number of human beings. course not what they want, but il is the
large and «malt. that ever e\i-nd on earth, best they can get."
lit Kj .000,00(1,0< 10.
N'.'.v -upp<>v,- ;!xmi human bodie-haw averHi • i i*f *00 it v with Can aim.
l'ho Bosv la
estimate ii\
ton Advertiser, treating of the subject
ilic way ; lot 'i v*m\ large fruetion of the race
“There is no objection, so far as
xav
10 .nlau
and childhood, bcl'uiv they reach
tie measure of one cubic foot.
Then all the wc arc aware, to such a treatv. provided
human 1 todies that ever existed, would make a
il is really a treaty that give- equivalent
in tssoi hut
1,000,ooo,ooo.oou (one trillion cubic
In spite of
Now the ube root «.f that number i- but advantages to both parties.
*0<» l-vt
Thu> a pyramid cube with a base \ the opinion .so confidently expressed, we
..ti l height
t ten thousand feet, or less than
do not think the treaty ol l.Sd-t was of mu>v'i mil. -, would embrace the
whole human
tual advantage to the Lniled States and
ifom the 11ay- ot Atlam down.
the colonies, and we are unable to see
Bxit Bolton
"hat we could gain in tile way of a market bv reviving it. There were
lifty two
lie Spaniards charge i s Minister articles and classes of articles which were
made
free of duty by the
( ashing with
taking id. in the party treaty otreciprocally
is,>4. Of these Canada now admits thirty-six articles and classes free,
ijtiarrei- ot that countr\
without a treaty. What are the remaini he 1{ use has pas-a d a bill l<> admit
ing articles'.’ 1 lie following is a list:
New
a-a state, and folks that have
Animals, butter, cheese, lard, meats,
poultry, tallow, fruits, plants, seeds,
tiags may prepare t.> add another star.
-limbs, trees, vegetables, products of tisli,
Congressman Mellish. ol New York, tisli oil. These, with the exception of fruits
wh-i was
recently taken insane, died last and vegetables, we are not in the way of
week in an asylum.
selling to Canada, as she lias in general
more to sell than she needs to
buy. Fish
1 he .Massaelmsctthas
Legislature
and tisli products of all kinds, we may add,
voted b abolish the State Police,
The are made reciprocally free by the treaty
three got to be t..n much like the last syl- of Washington, so that there is no occasion for us to make a treaty 011 account of
lable d' it- name
that trade.
Let Canada propose to put
'I ho Woman'-Journal -a\ that of the | cotton, woolen and iron goods into a reciand it will then be worth
press ot Michigan, eight ire against wo- procity treaty,
considering: but as long as she confines
man suffrage, and thirty-nine in favor—
herself to articles of which she produces
and it gives a list of the
papers." Vi'hat is an excess and of which she needs none
troni us, the proposed arrangement is liavery strong -bowing.
ble to be thought one-sided."
—The New York Graphic publishes a
-00

e

one of tile heat Female Rhysi
in the United States, and has beei
used for
years with never failing safety am
success by millions of mothers and
children, fron
the feeble infant of one. week old to the adult. I
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind colic
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com
tort to mother and child. We believe it to be tin
best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all caseso:
lASFN'l KRV and DIARRIKEA IN (111 LDRFN
whether it arises from Teething or from
any otlie;
cause,
full directions for using will accompany eacl
<ienuir.e unless the fac simile o
PURLINS D on the outside wrapper
bold by all Medicine dealers.
lyl.s

days longer.

*

Goods!

Dry

Of
prescription
and Nurses

cians

patients that have been given upas incurable by
the old school phv>icians. Every invalid should
seek her advice without delay. She remains
ten

Old

an

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup is th<

known. Clairvoyant and Eclectic physician E
still at the United States Hotel, Portland, where
she can be consulted oil all diseases that flesh
is heir to. she has cured a large number of

IflffV'pOS

peeted a dissolution, which would rehahil
itate the Assembly in the eyes ol the na-

country

fur its

The

ihey will

I’liable to hum :i gov
hounds of reason.
eminent, the majority had lost the means
and right to govern
fie. therefore, ex

ami vio-

it will be very bad policy to l>;o before tin*
in the tall elections without having passed some kind of a financial measure, and there is a disposition, therefore,
shown by the conversation of inflation
Senators to accept tin* modification ot the
Senate substitute for the House bill, aproposod by the House Banking Commit
The President, it is well understood,
tee.
looks with favor upon the bill as it will be
reported to the House on Tuesday next,
though it is not claimed that he has
promised to sign it ll the bill should pass
the House, when* the doubt about it is tin*
greatest, there is great confidence feltthat
it will pass the Senate.
The bill, it will
he remembered, as now modified provides
ter 1 ree
banking, with bl per pent, ol'
legal tender redemption instead of in, and
coin bond resumption three years from

and

"iht

tin not

A
Washington special to the New York
World of Saturday morning, says:
“The leading Republican manager- in
<
ongress have come to the conclusion that

temper:.pec r.mid begathered
made into a pyramid, no

lunsut

Financial

Maxchk.ni i;i:.

IT ruti: or 1T:an<t.

mi

conservative republic alone could recognize and pacify 1 ranee.
He hoped that
after its recent experience tile Assembly
would admit the necessity id' making the
country the sovereign arbiter. It it persisted in sitting, while povverle to attain
any definite result, it would exceed the

10.

The

Mus,

Years’ Experience of
Nurse.

'fhere are several kinds of worms which
trouble horses; the pin-worms (pointed at both
ends) are the most common and most dangerous.
Sheridan's Cavalry C<*ndition Powders
will in a few days eject the worms, and the horse
will begin to thri\ e.

K.x-President Thiers on Saturday received
a deputation from the department of the
Gironde, and in reply lo their address
said :—
The monarchy w Inch he was overt It royvu

Messrs. Morton, Cameron, Hitchcock, < handler, Ferry of Michigan, Sherman and Logan,
who would have voted for the bill, were paired
with Messrs. Stevenson, Thurman, Tipton,
Bayard. Denny, Goldthwait and Gordon, who
would have voted against it.

extravagant statement of lb*-. .Mr. Bolton,
> fWi liter
i! the bom- .d ull the
p" id 111:it

together

again-t

on

Thirty

A Maud Muller laughed heartily at a young
haymaker when the yellow-jackets got up his
mankcen trousers. Hut when they got up
her’n, ’twas no joke.

subdue, and

Patterson, Pease, Pratt, Ramsey, Robertxm,
Sargent, Scott, Spencer. Stewart, Wadleigli.
Washburn, West. Windom and Wright—*Jb.’
Nays—Messrs. Bogy. Boreman, Carpenter.
Cooper, Davis, Hager, Hamilton of Maryland.
Johnston. Kelly, Lewis. McUrecry. Merrimon,
Norwood, Ransom. Saulsburv and Stockton—

talk.'’ exclaims

Bangor

rime- and olt'eiiee-

woman was

lieve,

I'hii.ks

Buckingham, colliding. Edmunds, Flanagan,
Frelinghuvsen, Hamlin, Harvey, Howe. Ingalls, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont, Oglesby,

committed the fatal dee
She \va- of respect
»hle family cu,lln-i'li.>11.-, and no eau-e i- a-igned tor the art hut hereditary derangement.

I;

•

lation* of the pro\ i*i(.n* of this aet. and aetiontor the penalty given by the preceding section,
may he pro-eented in the territorial, distriet or
eireuit courts of the United Stale-, wherever
tin* defendant max be found, without regard
lo the part\ and their attorney-.
Mar-hub and
I Depun Marshal* of the United State-, and
commissioner*
the
circuit
ot lerj
appointed by
! ritorial court* ot the United State- with power*
o! arre-ting and imprisoning, or hailing otfemiI er* against the law of the l nited States, an*
! hereby specially authorized and required to
1
institute proeeedings against every person who
-hall \ iolate the provi-ions of this aet, and .-au-e
him to he arre*ted and imprisoned or bailed, aihe ea-e may he, for trial before >ueh court of
ilie I nin d Slate-or territorial court, a* In law
has cognizance of the offence, except in respect
of the right of action accruing to the person
aggrieved, atnl such District Attorney- -hall
cau*e *uch proceedings
to he prosecuted to
their termination, a* in other cases, provided
that nothing contained in this section-hall be
eoustrued to deny or defeat any right of civil
action accruing to any person*, whether l>\
reason of thi* aet or otherw ise.
Section 4. That no citizens, possessing all
• fiber
qualifications, which arc, or max he prescribed by law, shall be disqualified for service
a* grand or petit jurors in
any court of the
United States, or of any state, on account of
color,
or
condition
of servitude,
race,
previous
and any officer, or other person charged with
any duty in the selection or summoning of
jurors, who shall exclude or tail to summon*
any citizen for the cause aforesaid -hall, <>n conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of a mi-demeanor and fined not more than $1000.
Section 5. That all cases arising under the
provisions of this act, in the courts of the U nited
I ■states, shall he reviewable by the Supreme
< "ourt of the United States, without
regard to
the sum in controversy, under the same proj visions
and regulations as arc now provided by
law for the review of other causes in said court.
The follow ing i* the vote on it- pas-ag<—
Yeas—Messrs. Alcorn, Allison, Boutwell,

a
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Monday

Factories auiL machine shops should not he
allowed to run a day without Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. In case of a sudden accident,
an immediate use of it
may save weeks of suffering, and perhaps a limb,' or even lile.

Murder.

the corpse of

found in tlic water at Weymouth Landing,
Mass., sunk by a tailor’s goose attached to
a cord.
The head and shoulders were
covered by a carriage blanket. Later accounts state that she has been identities!
as Julia llawkes, a native of St. John. X.
If, where her husband died. Mrs. llawkes
has recently resided in llauover, Mass.,
and had friends at Mount Wollaston whom
she occasionally visited. Within a few
days prior to her death she left their house
to go to Boston to draw money which she
had on deposit in a savings bank, intending to apply it to the purchase ot a house
in llauover for which she was to pay the
--11111 of $G00.
Since that time she has not
been seen alive by any of her Wollaston
friends. There are strong grounds for the
belief that the unfortunate woman had a
male acquaintance in Boston who was
cognizant ot her intentions in regard to
the money, and that she was waylaid,
murdered and robbed. Mrs. llawkes was
not known to have any relatives in the
States. She i-; described as an industrious
person ot correct habits and amiable dis-

Section 1. That all citizens and other per
sous, within (lie jurisdiction of the Unitci
State.,, shall he entitled to the full and equal cu
.ioyiucut of the accommodations, advantages
facilities and privileges of inm, public convey
anccs on land and water, theatres and othc:
places of public amusement, ami also of com
tnon schools and public institutions ot Icarniu;
or benevolence, supported in whole or in par
bv general taxation, and of cemeteries so slip
ported, and also the institution known as Agri
culture Colleges, endowed by the United States
subieel milv to the conditions and limitation:
established bv law and applicable alike to eiti
sens of every race and color, regardless of any
ptv\ ions condition of servitude.
section 2. That any person who shall v iolatt
(lie foregoing section by denving to any persoi
entitled to its benefits, except fur reason by law
applicable to citizens of every race and color
and regardless ot any previous condition o
servitude, the full enjoyment of any of the accommodations, advantages, facilities or privi
leges in said section enumerated, or incitin'!
■:uch denial, shall, for every such offence, forfei
and pay the sum of live hundred dollars to the
person aggrieved thereby.to lie recovered in ai
action on the case, with full costs, and shall
also, lor every such otfence.be deemed guilty
ot a misdemeanor, and upon convietion thereii;
yhail be lined not more than $1000, or shail h.
imprisoned not more than one year, provided,
that the partv aggrieved shall not recover mori
man me peuatty, amt, when the oneneo i* a re
final of lmrial, the penalty may bo recovered by
the heir- at law of the person whoso body haboon refused burial: ami,provided further. that
all person* may elect to *m* for the penalty
atbivsai 1. or t«» proceed under their right* at
•anmonlaw and by State statute*, and having
-<• elected
to proceed in the i'll.* mode or tin
i*ther. their right to piocccd in the other i»iri
diction shall be barred, but thi* proviso -had
m»t apply to eritninal proceeding*, either undei
this aet or the eriminal law ot any state.
That the District and t'iivuit
>oetion
'llrt* of tlic I'niteii State- shall have i«*.« hiive <»i tlie court.* of the several Mate
eogni/-

in Car-

apt. Ibmirl" will laiuieh the latter part of the week.
Owing to the crowded
conditioned the \ard in- will be latuiehed with-

yard

Mysterious
On

’YY'OOD

CANADA OATS.

THOMPSON

HILL,
Contractors & Builders

CATES

Roods!

Justice.

Rare
A

ami a turtle lived under a my rtl
du-t in the pond at the foot of the hill.
T»ie erah was the liaek—sharp, snappv an<l
l.laek:
He turtle was mu.-Ur—fat, pokey and -till.
ran

«

Hie turtle gave orders from oil' the pond' borders ;
The crab did the marketing all In himself.
And worms fat a- butter and all full of splutter
11c brought for bis master to lay oil the shelf.
t

hey lived there together through all the line

weather.
And then came the autumn with whirlwind
and gale ;
The pond grew an ocean, and in the commotion
I’hc turtle imagined his victuals were stale.

pain- in my liver." said he with a shiver :
“The worms are like shavings, the snails hav e

•*

1*\«

meat.
I'm meagre and hollow
<««» quick and get me
no

1

hey argued

;

J

wa- an

food I

sotn

together.

Vpollo:
can

cat."

crab .-aid

Tin*

the

weather
Was much too severe for his delicate frame;
The wind." said his master, “will blow you
the faster:"
i'N-n kicked the crab out with no samples or
shame.

sprawl-:

fen

lie

i-

landed, well watered and

sanded:
one groan: and he starts for the inn just
ahead;
lb s nobody*- chicken, to mind for a kicking:
lie’ll have id- revenge on the’turtle instead.
V
it

under the mvrtl
ries to the landlord who came to the

-plendid old turtle liv»
door;

get him for dium r before he grow.- thinner.
quick! 1 will -how* mui the wav to the
shore."

"<»
».

rab went the t'a-der, and reached his old

la

:

h r
hi time to inform
ma

•

him of what he had done.
vvhipi.itv-vvhoop. -ir. you’ll make a tine
soup, sir:
lit watch while they ti\ voti.
O, that will
be tun’."
*

iinllord h'.'ked gently, but very intently.
the crab who had acted a- guide:
‘1 ht-n -aid
A i'll are lender and dainty and
-iem.ier;
I.’ii do tor no -upp r. wv!l iuilt fed and
fried.”
I

I

All

I'ii

i»vei-

a!* .a i.-d
l'!i" i mdlord

and

terror, p
walked *il

m

man.

1'!*- y boiled
\ ml tried

tlie fat turtle from under the mv rile,
the false crab in a hot buttered' pan.

The
H"\v
do

:t’

i-

they

Mvri\ ing hi- error;
w ith
both master

Great

Question.

tin ill fid raised up, and with what
conit’

i'll** waves,

they

are

body

wildly heaving,

Ami hearing me out from the shore.
And 1 know of the things 1 am leaving.
Hut not of the things before.
‘» Lord of Love, whom the
shape of a dove
« ame down and
hovered o’er.
’< "eend to-night with
heavenly light.
Ami show me the farther shore.
i- mi 1 night darkness o'er lm*.
And tis light, more light, 1 erave
Mu* billows behind ami before iue
At
ga]iing. each w«th a grave
1' >eend to-night, <» Lord of might.
W ho died our souls to save :
ib -«*n l to-night, my Lord* inn Light.
And walk with me on the warn 1
I here

-•

M\

in-art i- hea\ y to breaking
Be ause of the mourners' sighs,

1

they

cannot see

th*- awak'iiing

N--i‘ tin- body with which
rinMi. who for sfik'* of men

we arme.

didst break
Hie awful seal of the tomb—
'■how them the wav into lit'.*, [ pram
\ud tlu* body with which we come!
■mfort their pain and pining
or the nearly wasted sands,
it 1) the many mansions shining
In tin* house not made with hand" :
Vlid help them by faith to see through death
t o that brighter and better shore.
Where they ne\.-r "hall weep who ar (alien
l

W

asleep.

A

ml

never

he sick any

Blood

more.

Grafting.

From tlo- St Louis Times, May
Vi sterility afternoon a representative ot
tin- 1 imes wa- invited to lie present and
witness a very critical ami curious surgical operation which took place at the reside! e i't Dr. Alexander MeMasters. Xo
7 .Morgan street, viz., the transplant-

Ic.’.ii appearance from that developed on
the first operation.
Yesterday it was
If aid and healthy looking; on the first coit boro a strong resemblance to
ca
muddy claret wine. The husband of the
lady who thus generously divides his life’s
blood, in order to preserve if possible the
life of his wife, is a strong, well-built,
muscular man, the very personification of
health and manhood,
lie parts with the
invigorating fluid with a smile, as he has
firm confidence in the efficacy of the treatment.

and then notable trials for
breach of promise are reported in the newsThe latest is attracting the pubpapers
lic gaze at New Haven, Connecticut, where
Alik Elizabeth A. Ayer seeks to obtain
>;o.noo damages Irom Oliver II. Clark,
who wooed and won but wouldn’t wear
her.
The plaintiff is not a sentimental
chit, blit a staid widow of forty, and was,
when Clark crossed her path, engaged in
millinery business in New York. The defendant is a rich and retired sea captain,
who. in floating into Connecticut, has not
found a New Haven of rest. Mrs. Ayer
offers no bruised and bleeding heart to win
the sympathies of the jury withal; she
means business merely. When the captain
agreed to take her in tow lie did not wish
to have her cumbered with the millinery
establishment, and advised her to dispose
<>1 it. She was a fashionable tradeswoman
with a reputation and rich customers; her
trade \\a-' large and profitable, yielding
her ana vc. age income of $4,i>00 per annum.
A. she sold her business at his solicitation
in order !■> emer into a contract with him

Every

now

which lie !;a ..1 to fulfil, she simply
desires to lia\, her loss made good. She

asks

the
ease is -in h as seems to demand them.
When the captain was bent on having the
m.Miner, it was she who proposed objec;1

no

n

i.

jiir

ui.'iiuii,

me.

anil will raise

no

.u >

objec-

-till lie. .uliling, 'I know you do
not love mi', Mrs Ayer, as 1 do you; but
wlieu we are married I know you will, I
She accepted
will be .-■• good to you."
him. but the marriage was several times
postponed, and finally abandoned by him.
lie alleged that the widow •was in poor
health, and therefore refused to proceed,
tion.-

notwithstanding that

he hail once declared
What would my love be worth, :f I could
not love in -ii kue—' :e well as in health

GEO. E.

FIFTH & LAST GIFT CONCERT

PUBLIC LIBRARY OF KY,
Grand
(iraud
(iraud
(iraud
(iraud
5
10
15
20
25
30
50
100
240
500

('ash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
(.'ash
Cash
Cash
Cash

19,000 Cash

F.

Gift,
$200,000
Gift,
KK),000
(iift,
75,000
Gift,.
50,000
Gift,.
25,000
Gifts, $20,000 each,
100,000
140,000
Gifts, 14,000 each,
(lifts, 10,000 each,
150,000
5,000 each,
100,000
Gifts,
4,000 each,
100,000
Gifts,
3,000 each,
90,000
Gifts,
Gifts,
2,OCX) each,
100,000
l.oOO each.
100,000
Gifts,
500 each.
120,000
Gifts,
100 each,
50,000
Gifts,
50 each,
Gifts,
950,000

PRICE OF

Aftorney &

$ 50
25
5
500

------

22 12 Tickets for
For Tickets or
Address
TIIO. E.

i,000

------

Wir.u.E. The Chatham
Monitor vouches for the truth of the following-lor. of how fisherman caught a
w hale, or w.iaught Iiv one :
it I- tin rii loin f those who pursue
the shore tishing in schooners to separate
\

u i11v

a

■

trom the ves-ei. each man occupying a
don at various distances from the schooner
and tishing tor cod on his own hook.
Capelin iavi.1 Kent, a member of the
schooner M A L. Chase's Company, was

thus

the

engaged recently
ground
as
1‘ollork Kip. lie was quietly
nis
peaceful avocation, waiting
pursuing
lor nibbles and pulling in cod, when all of
a sudden, without the smallest intimation
on

known

oi w hat msc to happen, lie felt his dory
kill thr-nigh tlie water at a miraculous
rate of .-peed, and with such
velocity as to
throw him off hi- balance, causing him to
assume a
oiuewhat undignified attitude
in the bottom of the boat.
He held on for

dear lite. while the
the

sea

him

dragged

though urged

a

power beneath

unseen

mercilessly forward,
Neptune’s

onward by

pitchfork in the hands of the briny seagod himselt. Matters beginning to look
serious to the unwilling recipient of this
free ride, lie crept cautiously forward,
fearful >| overturning the boat, and with
knife hi hand cut the anchor rope by which
the boa; was draw n.
Soon afterward the
-pout ot a whale explained to the astonished spectators tlie source ot the motive
A monster of this species had
power
become entangled with the anchor and

i

Hay ford Block,

invalid from the fell disease consumption. Doubtless the complaint is
lien ditary with her, as three of her sisters
have fallen victims to the scourge during
the last three years.

S,

KKSIDKXt

OFFH'I- :

Over

Book
Main St.

( ai.dwki.i ’*

Store,

C

orner

b

Millc-r & tYdur
‘St*.
tt

New Furniture Store I. M. BOARDMAN,
BLOCK, BELFAST.

ml A-misrE

CO.,

Office, Mo.

All kinds of Furniture,

23 Main

HAIK

Searsport Savings
l*< >SITS received

able
Dl
State.

ALL KIXDS OF PEPAlUlXC JtOXE.

<

close attention to business we hope to merit
a share of your patronage.
Give us a call before
purchasing elsewhere. Remember the place.
a

to

on
as

depositors

term* as liberal and t»\ or*
any Savinas Rank in tin

f

from o’clock A. M to 1 o’clock I’.M.
JAMES <;. I'ENDEEfON, l're*’t
HAS. j>\ (ioRDON, freas.
imiu

Sliort=hand

DENTISTRY!

Si 311*1.1 FI FJ

Dr. Folsom's

V F. 11 BAT IM

j

have resumed work in

our

machine

Wharf To
Till-,

well known Whan

Steamer5

will be let for
bus

term

ol

At a
th.

Pl'ubati < -mi t held
< ’ount
of t- .IT•.
May. A. i>.. P t

year-

to

■

good tenant.

It

No better location fora

Hay. Produce Lumber
can

be

For

found.

tin- wliart will be

tenant

Houses.

tore

put

a

condition, and additional buildings erected it

re

Knquire <d

quired.

WM. H. SiMPSON
tiV.S
Belfast, March -L 1C L

room

Belfast,

(ji'iMin
iff)

lo, ltca.

Dental Plates.
given to making ami inserting
tfhi

Notice to Horse Owners!
^

1

My Morgan Colt (iLXF.BAL (IRANT,
six seurs ohi in June, may lie found in

Milkers ! !

Hoy’s Suit

REMOVAL!

We would give notice to all parties understanding
the making ot BOY’S SUITS, or, desirous ol
learning, that we have gone into the manufacture of
that branch of Clothing, in connection with our
Vest Business, and want u large number of

Good

Suit

W ill let responsible
homes to make.

Has remove*! his.SAIL I.OFI

Makers-

parties take the good-i

their

to

POTF & QUIMBY
Belfast, March 10, lsr-L

CHARLES tt. THUMBS

11"'.0

to

the

new

on

a

ml

storing sails, he calls attention

to

his business,

public patronage.

Highest prices paid

FOUNDRY CO.

Swan’s Wbuif.

Having Superior facilities for making, repairing

and invites

BELFAST

building

and JINK SHOP

tor

Comity,

R

-also a nice lot of Imported
stic Cigars at Wholesale a
1.
Don’t forget to call and tr

■ey's Cigar Holder,

one cent

I M 1'

i: T I. 1)

(I

and

~~

Peterborough,

—

j

Spiag & Sunur Qotlui g!

AGENTS WANTED

FOR

operation, Prof. FOWLER S GREAT WORK
Airs Campbell, who is thirty-six year' >.f On .TIanhooil, H omaiiliooil, and tlieir
tlutual Inler-llelatioiH: Love, its Law*
age, was brought from Cleveland, Ohio, Power, etc.
ane. three
weeks ago
When the first
Agents are si lling from 13 to 23 copies a day.
Send for specimen pages and terms to Agents, and
peration ol this kind took place upon her see
win it -ell fastert hail anv other book. Address,
.'In- was in a very weak condition, scarcely NATIONAL l’t Bl I<ll 1 \<i CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
ilde to walk. To-day she takes a daily
walk of from sixteen to seventeen blocks,
THE AMERICAN
LOAN
-lceps well, and lias a good appetite.
OF I K \N LXMoIMH, KANSAS.
Yesterday the secontl operation took j
CAPITAL,
*500,000
I
which
a
of
the
Times
at
place,
reporter
N\ ill negotiate K<i.\.\ ...\ Imit.on ri> Rkal Ksi aik
it consisted ot' uncovering |
v, orih at least twice tile amount loaned thereon.
was present,
Interest 12 per Cent. Per Annum.
one of the large veins at the wrist, raising j
( 'olin tio)i oi
i'rnn
I lie

present subject

ol

the

Suits,
\V

cot Coat for §0.50.

DIAGNAL COAT

FINE

incision introducing two ounces ol pure, healthy blond
taken from the arm of her husband. Mr.
Frank ^Campbell.
flte operation is an exceedingly delicate
one, and was most successfully performed.
The time occupied in all was about thirty
minutes, while from the time of taking

through

a

slight

ipnl and Interest Guaranteed.
Principal and interest payable in New York if desired. send lbr circulars. Address,
t. K< > A M< >OK ISec’y, Lea\ enworth, Kansas
o<)

0-0

at

never

at

a new

A.

HAVE II.

7

nutriment of the fluid into which it is
thrown, is claimed as purely original.
This is the seventeenth time Dr. MeMasters has performed this operation,
and the seventh patient lie has treated in
The first one recovered
this manner.
after three operations, and is now working
n his farm near Toronto, Conada, troni
which place the doctor comes. The second
subject stood three operations and gradually recovered. The third was operated
on lour times before any important change
took place, but gradually recovered and is
The fourth was a lady
now in Florida.
named Coppin, ot Toronto. She showed
symptoms of recovery after the second
operation and finally recovered after the
fourth.
A significant fact in the operation yesterday was that upon opening the vein of
die patient the blood showed quite a difa

■

II D
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Hay ford Block, Belfast.

C. P. KIMBALL.

Mamjfaclurer,

Carriage

Portland,
I AM

NOW PREPARED TO OFFER THE

AND

LARGEST

z

the Florence ?

Every fluclaine Uarrantrd
^
Special term* to club* and dealer*. 6
Semi for circular

to

OF

ASSORTMENT

the

EXTREMELY
With

CJo., Florence, flaaa., 6
77H Waaliing-ton Si., Beaton.
?

—

LOW

RATES.

determination

to more than ever merit
generally accorded me for building
the STANDARD CARRIAGE, I have added new

the

Florence S. Iff.

AT

a

reputation

so

oo

improved facilities to my factory and shall continue to improve the quality of my carriages in every

$15 SAW SUMMER AND SHARPENER!

Long experience of myself and work
men enables us to build carriages unsurpassed in the
U. S, for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

or

C '10

(»

.1-0-0

0-0

D D-ll-O

O

O

(I

0 0-0-0-0-0-0 0-0 o

o

AMERICANHOUSE
GENERAL RENOVATION

NEW FURNISHING.

EVER EXHIBITED IN MAINE,
—

Store, upper
side of Main St., Stockton, Me.
Prices as LOW as the LOWF.ST. Repairing done
timiiat Sight

—

O

otherfirst-class ?
Slicing Machine. ?

$30 by buying

BEST
—

(inn

t

Maine.

I

FLORENCE.

^20 Itelotv
VALl'E, *10 above

^

tibly,

theory, that the blood thus transplanted
grows as any other graft does, supplied by

O

PHil( E,

V

result ot the impression of the new
blood upon tlie nervous centers.
The
lady stood the operation with true heroism,
considering its necessarily painful nature.
Another lady, who is under the doctor’s
treatment for the same camplaint, and
who is preparing hersclt for the operation,
stood by and witnessed the proceedings.
As was stated .above, this theory of
transplanting blood from one person to
another is no new one; but Dr. McMaster s

0.0

THE NEW

which had been placed upon the arm ol
the patient, near the shoulder, was loosened
uid the new blood began to permeate the
system of the lady ; she trembled percepa

n il 1)

coniplete

ANDREWS.

and

The subscriber informs his old friends anti
^
f a ffrmbthe public that he has resumed the mauageof the American House, and that he
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
_Ito bottom ami refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in ull respects make it one of the
best hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
lie flatters himself that travellers and guests who
patronize the American House will iind a good table,
j?ood rooms and attentive waiters.
II N LANCASTER.
Belfast, Nov. 2f*. 187:t.
^,*tf

Iment

A simple and durable machine—easily operated,
and running wheels from *xl-2 inches to 12x1 inch.
Xaniie Emery Wheel*. with beveled, double
beveled and round face, from $2.12 to $7.33* according to thickness. Heavier machines, $70 and
$IOO. running wheels up to 24 inches in diameter.
I or illustrated pamphlets, address

THE TANITE CO.,

prices.

In additiou to my very large stock I shall
tinue to make the Kimball Phaeton a

ialty.
purchase

Stoudsburg,

or

•‘hnos44

FRET

d«»iiig housework, cooking, or any
•* ■ ■UHIFQ
work that roughens, discolors or
chaps the hands, can always
KEEP THEIR HANDS SOFT. WHITE AND
BEAUTIFUL,
under all circumstances, by using an invaluable arti-

cle, the recipe for which J will send for 50 cents. By
this means that great preparation can always be kept
at

a

very
HALL &

4*

trifling
CO.,

expense or trouble. Address
P.O. Lock Box Xo. .1, Lancaster, Penn.

JP* A DAY GUARANTEED

using

KANSAS & DAKOTA.
Catalogue tret-. NY. filLES, St Louis,

—

CO A L !
COAL!
Wm. Pitcher <& Son
Constantly

on

hand

a

on

hand and

—OF—

Family Use, which we are selling at store
JD or delivered at houses in lots to suit customers,
at reasonable rates.
36tf

TjIOR

a

OATS which

we

C.

AT

w.pitcher*bon

supply pure White Caoffer for sale for seed or feed.
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tv

A

i,

WANTED.
THK PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
»f Philadelphia, un old and reliable Life Company,
lesires an Agent in every portion of this State, in
\ vhicli it is not now
represented. It is a strictly
dutual Company, returns its surplus premiums to
ts members every year, and as its expenses are small,
iirnishes them Insurance a tthe lowest possible rates.
Ml of its Policies are non forfeitable tor their value
ifter the third year. Liberal Commission contracts
uade with reliable men.
Apply to H. S. 8TE*HENS, V Pres’t. No. 921 Chestnut St., Philadel
Pu.
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LEWISTON,
CAPT.

rt. P. HALL, & CO.. NASHUA, N. H,
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.Medicine

W ill lea\
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m arrival of
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The Peruvian Syrup,
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..nut-,
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leading varietie- of

Booking orders for Eggs for early deliverv.
Eggs $3.00 per Doz. Cash to accompany order.
Now

Price
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true

copy, \tte-t
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he-
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AM KICK AN

R

be sold at Public Auction by virtue oi a
from the < ourt of Probate for the

licence
WIFE

IIADEEY, late of Jackson,
County of Waldo, deceased, intestate,

AND

..I
,m

as

Co-partnership,
JOHNSON,

JOHNSON.

Co-partnership.
day

«

have- this
formed a partnership for the
transaction ot the* Dry Goods business under
the name of H. If. JOHNSON & CO.
Having opened a room with special reference to
WHOLESALE TRADE, we have purchased the
Stock in Store <fn such terms as will enable us to
give good bargains, and shall open this week a New
and desirable Stock of Staple and Fancy Goons.
We would call attention of the ladies to our
Sfrino Fashions in MILLINERY GOODS.
A. L. WHITE.
C. E.

WE

JOHNSON,

Referring to the above, the undersigned
form his friends and the

would intrade in general, that thankful lor past favors, he cheerfully recommends the
new Firm to his former patrons who, with
enlarged
accommodations and facilities, will be able to meet
the wants wt the community promptly and at satisH. II. JOHNSON.
factory prices.
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repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.

Kitov anil Lincoln Railroad.
UOCKI.ANI) T<

This is the secret of the wonsuccess of this remedy in

derful

I'a Si-iig,

Dvsuensia. Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss ol’ Constitutional Vigor,
riirina

HATH.
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XI. A. COOMBS. Supt

New MnrkH for Produce.
undersigned

1 hr

Thousands hare been changed
by the use of this remedy, from
weak, sickly, suffering creatures. to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; awl

y

y_;
'..s,

Sec that each bottle has PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass.
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Pamphlets Free.

10WLE & SONS, Proprietors,

St. I H W.

iVo. | Milton
idol."

Ill

1

Pluee, liovton.

luutiut.cis

i. i.
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Ail. l.
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ATDVI'S.

OF

PATENTS
or
Pcsigiis,

For Initntioiis, Traili* Mark,

St., opposite Kilby St., Boston

A'1 EH nil extensive prael ire ot' upwards of ::o
years,continues t,, secure Patents in tin l nited
States; also in (treat Britain, Prance, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specilical ions, Assign

ments, and all papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to d«termini* tin* validity and utility of Patents of Invenand other advice rendered in all
tions, and
matters
the same. Copies of the claims of
furnished
any patent
by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
Ao Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertainimi tht
of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Warrington to
pro
cure a Patent, and the usual gn at
delay there, are
here saved inventors.

legal
touching

patentability

TESTIMONIALS.

Enterprise

wft

flu* only lU-hiilile *iill hi'iriin;inn in flit* Ctiuntrt

J^6(

)0()

I N V A L U A 8 I. E GIFTS!
TO BE DISTRIBUTED IN

D»

la.

I>R. FLINT’S

UiHh

SINE’S
MONTHLt

KtUlILAR

QUAKER BITTERS gift immrni

P.elf.i t, will,in and loi
the ....ml in, d,, ot

H. EDDY

SOLICITOR
No. 76 State

will
produce the sum of nine hundred dollars lbr the
payment of the said deceased’s just debts, charges
of administration and incidental charges; said real
estate consists of the homestead of l_*o acres,
being
parts of lots No. 1 It# and 1-*o.
OR/ILEA HADLEY.
Be lfast, May 1„», 187-1.
:',wC‘>

II.
t\ E.

urns

e

v.

Administrator’s Sale.

\l l'l.U Man.I.iv,

\N1»

stitution.

These celebrated Bitters are composed of choice Hoots, Herbs, a ml
Barks, among ichich arc Hai-

tian, Sarsaparilla, It ihl Cherry,
Dandelion, ,1aniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably care or
greatly relieve the folloiring complaints : Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint, Cuss id' Appetite, Headache, liilious Attacks,

-<

“Stock selected with c are regardless of F.xpence.”

spare.

it.

ONleave Beita-t tor Boston, I'ortlumi. l*.Augu^taaml
interim diat< -tilt
M

an.
have, wii, the
d.
i H! ’RI.oi .HI, Jude!. f h; | (,, R, i-l.

W Al.ii I I: In ing pn etit.-d a eer
pm porting to b.- the la-r w ill
.M-hua l-.lv. ell,' n -iding in li., ton,
Ounty of Sutfolk. t tom mo n wealth of .Mas.-achu.-eti
deceased, together with the Probate thereof in tluCounty aforesaid, duly authenticated for thepurpw
of being allowed, til. >1, and recorded.
Ordered, That the -aid Oeorge ii. W alker give
notice to all persons inteie-ted h\ cau.-inu a eopv ol
this order to be puhlt.-hed live wa k since -ively
in the Republican Journal printed at Bi Hast, that
they may appear at a P.obat
omt, to he held at
Relta-t, within and for said Countv, on the
eond
Tuesday of June next, at ten of ihe dock 1,< mumem, and show cause, if anv they have, whv the
-aim- hould not he allowed, tiled, and recorded.
AS \ I III RI.OI (IH, Jude
A true copy. Attest. 15. I* I-imp. I.’cgi-ter

Pure Bred Fowls
to

< i vnm, il

WINTFARRANGFMFNTS

energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and. new
life into all parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Con-

B.

WINTERPORT, MAINE.,

A few Fowls

ts u\s;

Protect-

Diseases of the Kidneys and
Female Complaints,
and all diseases
oriyinating in
a bad state of the
blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system.
Hieing free
from Alcohol, in any form, its

( /1EORCI.
J tain instrument

Fit Ell AT WO 0 II,
Importer

a

ed Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to hare,
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s then Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,

Bladder,

(.uardian.-t W illiam It. < aid
of Samuel II. Caldwell, late ot
tin County of Hillsborough, State

At a Probate
..,irl laid
the Countv of Waldo
April, A D. 1>; i.

FOWLS & EGGS.

and Breeder <<1' tin-

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
l'
I'. I
General A^eut.

Ronland. M

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG,

W ir.UA.M MAX. i- ! i. i.l». late „f
vViuterp..ri
in the countv of Waldo, d. ecu ed, b.. giviue bond
the law direct ; he t heivfore rcple.-l all pel -onWho are indebted to -aid d, e, :l-, d's
tt,
p, make
immediate payment, and those who hu e anv de.
rnalld- thereon, t
exhibit the -aim- be elth i’ll lit
to him.
ntl.liUI il MAX till)*

Music- Boxes.

which 1ms

|

V Pi-..!i«

m-

tuken upon him mlf the tru-i of FxccuMi

Double

hi-druiueiu

existed between
Copurtnership
the undersigned is this duy dissolved
THE
by mutual
II.

THOMPSON'S.

WEEK.

PER

tic-

and d.iiidrutr .ind

hit.- and

..

it

nothiiit* b.i.

M.wn

uiol testament <d'

consent.
April hM, isrt.
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Reasonable.

.Judge ,,f Pp.hate

Ar-A

Prices from S':'< i,, j-ou.
he best
DPI .MS AND FI FES for the .Soldiers
GUITAKS tor Guitar players. In fact nil musical
instruments in common use, of the best material,
imported or manufactured, and of reasonable prices.
Also all things needed to replace lost part s of in
struments, Violin and Guitar strings and all Mu-dcal
Merchandise. For sale bv.
c. HAYNES & t O
,i
Court St., Poston.
(Opp. Court ll.nistf.

Dissolution of

—

NOTICE

—

J.

AT

Large Stock

COAL OP ALL SIZES,

CANADA
OATS.
Have just received
good

SHORT

Prices

—HAVE—

ada

Mo

Style and Size

Solo

T R 1 M M E 1)

C. P. KIMBALL.

WELL AUGER & DRILL

good territory, Endorsed
by Governors of IOWA, AR-

of every

Violoncellos,

alld all Orchestral and

Splendid Largo

in said

—

L

THREE TRIPS

rPHK subscriber hen b\ i
public noti « to all
L concerned that he ha- been duly appointed and

W.

C OFFINS

name are

Violins, Violas,
Basses

in

of

warranted.

bottle
£U,nple
Botanic

of
Adamtoa'a
Balaam at all drugLts’. Pleasant, and an
unfailing remedy for
<
Asthma, oughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
Large bottles, :t5 eta. Hr. F. NY. Kinsman, Proprietor, Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a case it will not
cure! Try it.

con-

not.

thoroughly

A Nil

—

specCall and examine whether you want to
carriages hearing any

Monroe Co., Pa.

_

CASKETS

come

,1

it

to

itihing

it..-

•juicily and eil, tuall

of -Now
decea-ed, respectfully repre>euts
that said minor i -eized and j»o>-e-s, d of «■ -rtain
real estate -itimte in Belfast, County of Wald ». and
State ot .Maine, consisting of one-eight intere-t in
Kelley Paper Mill so calied-that an advantageou
oiler of four hundred and twenty ttve dollars baboon made In Benjamin Kelley of -aid. lielfa -i. u hich
otfer it is for the interest of all concerned immedi
ately to accept, the proceed- thereof to be pur out
oil interest for the henetii of said minor.
Wherefore your petitioner pray- your honor to
grunt him a lieeu.-e to sell and eouv<-v said real
estate of said minor, including the reversion of
the Widow’- liow.-r tlierum, t,*-:-:d Kellev, f.,i
-iini sum.
A 1.B1-.RT -Mi
H.

noon,
-nine

And all other Band Instrument-..

County of \\ aldo, on .Monday, the lifteenth day of
.Ittne, A. 1>. 187-1, at one of the clock, afternoon, at
Jackson, on the premise*, so much of the real e-tatc

possible way.

W

April

l’>. iia-t.

1 poll the foregoing Peti Mn, or.hr, t, that the
petitioner give notice to all p.-, ,m- im, r, -t.-d M
causing a cop y of -aid pet it ion. with tin order her.
«>n, to he pabli-M 1 three weeks
nee,, K
mthe
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bella u. that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be li«-|.l o the
Probate office in Bella-1, aMr.-aid, on t h>
-ud
luesday ot June next, t t< n ..VM.k m the foi.

BARIA_TOS,
CORNETS,
TONES, BASSES,

er

j Save Fifty Dollars! f

the blood front the arm of the

husband,
to the completion of the transfusion, about
ten seconds only transpired. Shortly after
the infusion of the blood the turnirjuet,

0

Furnishing Goods.
Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,

ONLY $0.00, FORM
A price $11.00.
Sheet Lead, Fancy Goods,
RECEIVED, A LOT OF BLACK COATS
before sold less than $0.00.
JUST
selling
$f>.00,
Holiday Goods, Clocks, &c.;
IF YOU WOULD SECURE BARGAINS
Recently burned out, has started again with
CULL
aud
dock, in Western Corner

AND TRUST CO.

it, and

Stoves, Tin Ware, Kitchen

A

It

At a Probate ( unit lmld at Bella-1. within and (or
the County ot Waldo, on the
cmd lue d-n ,.|
May, A. \> ls?t.

8. A. RENDELL.

suits, coats, vests and
Pants only §8.00, former price $10.00.
TITE WILL SELL A FINE ALL WOOL TRI

b.

n-.rm

unde ir.ibli -hade,

Hampshire,

F»RI CES

mens

with

I I.,
elegant prep.,ration nia> be n-je
change tin- color «>f th* beard from gra or uu

undersigned
rpilP.
A well, minor lu-ir

~

§1,00.

.lOl’NSON,

i»11

t'OR THK WHISK HRS.

foregoing

fo the Honorable dud
of W uldo

Hcto Aiibertiscmcnts.

and

I»■ -;

INSIDE LINE TO BANGOR.

i<facloi

at

R II C K I N G HAM

tin y may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on tin-second
Tuesday of dune, next, at ten o'clock i.i the hue
noon,t and slu-w* cause, if any t h.
have whv tinsame should not he granted.
ASA I 111 RI.oi till, Judge
A true copy.
\ttc.-t
B. P. lit i.i• Regi.-.jer,

_

MeMasters

apt ion

Um-

no

intended P

I'pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, 1 hat tie
petitioner give notice to all persons interested h>
a copy of said petition, with hi- order t here
on, to he published three weeks uccessivelv in the
Republican .Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that

St-,.'

subject.

ihen-

of it

-•»>

causing

1

above theory Dr.
bases his ,-vstem of practice

t.i led hair

or
e!

t"Uic prop,

b-.

At a court of l*i ,diaie. held at llella-t. vv it bin and for
the County ot Waldo, on the .*-ecolld lue-dav ol
May, A. l/. l>rt.

WARE.

MACHINI ST.

the

i.i

all

’-dr*-

rpil

Chains, Beads, Ear-Rings, Charm
Pins, Studs, Buttons, Bracelets,
Lockets, Finger-Rings, Shawl
Pins, Portmoneys, Hair and

GEO. T. READ,

On

I. i’.

*

FARE TO BOSTON.
$2 50
LOWELL.
3 65
Ail freight mii'l be accompanied by Dill of Lading
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid ou
deli1, cry of goods
(i
hr
\VKLL>5, Agent

d* sirabl...

or

I! l ND1. liSK.N i.l
i.uaidiaii of laic na <
1. and Blake B. W hi! nun e, minor heirs of Rufus
B. Whitmore, late of Inity, in said t ounty, deceased,
respectfully represents t’har said minor’s are .-.-ized
ana possessed of certain real estate, situate in said
I nity and known as the homestead of suit! deceased,
that an advantageous oiler of two thou.-and dollars
has been made by W B. Rice, of said I'nitv, which
oiler it i< for the intere-t of all concerned immedi
f-> excel,! .the nroe.-ei! there. )f 1<> tie put
on
interest tor the heuetit ot -aidmimu
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor t«.
grant him a license t<i sell and convex -aid real e -tat* !
of said minor,
including the reversion of the u flow
dower thereon, to aid 11 i’,. Rice for said sum.
v
(iKORHl, RI.AKP.

Bank.

PLATED

■

»

>ATrUDAY*

represents

respectfully

I'o tin Honorable
of Waldo.

Di.POSIlS

ALL
C)ATS

->n11>.• 11 n.I« .t

>

making lie hail glow thick and

Pet it ion, Ordered,
I'hat tinpetitioner give notice t*» all per-on- interested by
\s ith this order there
a
of-aid
causing copy
petition,
on, to be published three svt.-k
sitcre--isely in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Ib-lfa t. that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt to he held at
the Prohat e < iffice in lb >1 fa-t a fore-a id. on tin -*•<•* u id
1 uesda.v of June next, at ten o'clock in tin- fma*
noon, and shew cau-e, if any they base, whs iln-atue -hould not l*<- granted.
Av \ I 111 Pl.t M oll, hide*
A trile Cops.
t'.
\tte-t
P. Illll*, Regi-ter.
I' pou the

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT
Huh. \\ \\ Katon, I S, Senator elect
The Manager of this establishment announces to
ii'ovii t oimeeticut, was tendered a serenade its customers and the
“A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned."
public that since the tire he
at Ins residence in Hartford,
Thursday has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
made on nr before ttie i-i of am
loom
u. ushes,
combs,
evening. A large crowd of people gathered. Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with
month, will be placed upon interest ever.
fiie practice of the transfusion of the Alter music and a
and November and the interest
Scissors, Shears, Radisplay of fireworks, .Mr. superior tools of every description, Lathes, Planers, month, (except May
the same in June and December
computed
upon
libiiul of n healthy person into the system Katon spoke at some
length, thanking his See., and is
zors Band
Knives.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from
o| an invalid is by no means new, it hav
friends tor the honor eonlerred and stating
9 to l'J A. M., and J to t 1*. M. Saturdays from 9 r<>
to
Fill
all
Orders
SOLID
SILVKK
Prepared
1J
been
two
A.
M.
centuries the principle- that should
mg
spoken of first about
govern him as
John H. Qt iMitv, Treas.
\SA FAl’NCK, Piv-’t.
Senator
Me annom eed that lie was still with promptness and to turn out FIRST ( I.AS.S
ago, although not generally practised
B» Ifast. July l:t, ls;o.
WORK.
Tn the profession, or those who have read a “States
right ? democrat of the old JefMr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
much upon this subject, it is well known fersonian school." and that he should labor
and workmen of the establishment, will
that tubercular diathesis consists in an in- to secure the
supervisors
Morton’s Celebrated Gold Pons.
of
speedy resumption
speeie
herited peculiarity of blood development, payments, to save the Western lands from be found at the new place, ready to wait upon cus& Eye-Glasses,
Spectacles
under the influence of which the nascent railroad rings ami to reinstate local self turners.
Manager’s office in Phenix Row, over (ieo. F.
blood tends to a molecular death. The government in the South Mr. Katon
Watches & Jewelry.
Clocks,
spoke White’s store.
(Successor to \ enner & Walker
i oil dies still-born, so to speak; it never with much
ID paired in the best manner.
h-cling of the support which
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turn
•.tains it- maturity of growth or function : Hartford had ever given him and was reNo. 46 Main
C. HERVEY, Phonix Row.
it -tops short of the distributive arteries solved. never to do dishonor to his oitv and ing, in any amount and style. Having just put on
some new and expensive tools for the purpose, we
Machines,
Locks.
id' the body ; it decays and perishes on the State that had
Sewing
Guns,
Pistols,
highly honored him. He
BLATCIIBKY'S
Umbrellas, Parasols, Ac., Repaired.
threshold ot circulation. It is the way of alluded to the lieiv political battle of the can now execute iron planing to 2fi inches, and turn
He keeps on hand all parts of Sewing Machine-,
.5 linprovcdCIVl’MBKR Wool)
these dead proteoinus elements to become past when ho and his democratic* friends shafting up to If* feet lengths.
Bobbins, Screw drivers, Needles, &e. Also
? Cl Ml’, Tasteless, Durable KtJiOrders left at the office over (Ieo. F
White’s, Shuttles,
consolidated in the various vital organs, had been (Ideated md -aid “Time hath its
all kinds of ke.ys for locks.
~i cient and Cheap. The best Pump
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention.
Tor the least money. Attention
»■-,
and there to far u the libriniform masses revenge
is especially invited to Blatehley’s
W. W. CASTLE, President & Manager
^
nlicd tubercle
Catwnt Improved Bracket & New
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
A. A. HURD & CO ,
flic blood possesses power of n-producDrop Check N aive, which can be
[(flQ n withdrawn
tfl2
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873
without removing the
Successors to Mace & Hurd,
ti.
and cell growth; also, of corpuscular
Tump, or disturbing the joints.
^
Manufacturers and Wholesale Deulers in
Also, the Copper Chamber,which
development, or growth, and is endowed
Cxreat
Reduction of
never crack' or scales, and will
with a sell-vitalizing power in a remarkaPlain and Fancy Confectionery,
outlast any other.
<
ble degree. This is proven by the rapidity
Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,
For sale by Dealers & the Trade
r4
with which tlie large quantities of blood
^
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,
generallv. Inquire lor Blutchley’s
sale m vour town, send direct
it
nut
tor
arc
anil
after
a
sudden
losin
Pump,
IN
reproduced
Sugar and Molasses Corn
to
CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY,
healthy persons, while those who inherit
Cakes, Corn Candy,
Manufacturer,
the scrofulas diathesis remain debiliated
Cocoannts, &c., &c.
.,of. Commerce Sr., Philadelphia, Pa.
and blanched
Thi-i the theory of Dr
Comer MAIN ami (’ROSS Streets, Belfast, Mai ne.
McMaster-. at least, and lie nates also that
beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
healthy living blood cells or corpuscle.SALEM LEAD CO
them ut short notice. All orders by mail promptly
to
the
backwardness
ol
the
we
must
Owing
season,
attended to.
may be transplanted into a feeble stream
Warranted PURE Wlf ITE LEAD. Weil
close out our Stock of CLOTHING at PRICES that
A.
A BI RD.
tftl
J. W COOMBS
hi another individual, and there
known throughout New England as the \\ II1 1 1> I,
cannot fail to suit. Read our Prices for the next 20
grow with
FINEST, and BEST.
the -ame rapidity of growth and peculiardays.
LINED SCOTCH & CASHMERE PANTS
LEAD TAPE f>-< iu. wide, on re. 1- for Cur
Ptiiuiual .m a Timepiece.-Unless the
ities of development as they would in the
tain
Sticks.
b-u.-l
tlo tlii-ir duty with the regularity of clockOnly §1.75, §2-25, §2.50, $300, and $5.00
|
stream
from
which
tlmv
were
LEAD
taken
:
work,
RIBBON,iVom-j ; lomd,- wide,
health
is
when
living
perfect
impossible. Therefore,
MARKED AT $3.75, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00,
on
for Builders.
reels
control them immediately with l'ARn tin- same
$7,00, $10.00, and $12.00, former price*, $4.50,
simple principle as engrafting disordered,
l- AM '-- Li
LEAD
| 1; V»;s. KM' SKLTZKR APERIENT, the
PIPE, of any size or thickm-.-*.
$5.00, $5.50, $8.00, $11.(J0, and $13.00.
takes place in the vegetable ki; gdom.
DKAI.KR IN
r
At lowest market prices forgo• .’-.d equal quality
ltio-i_genial balsamic and etlective laxative and al
A LARGE LOT OF MEN’S & BOV’S.
Address S \ I. EM 1 I .A 1* C»
liiil'C
Salem, Mu-terativi known to the medical profession. Sold
oi the
discovered
of
XfE.STS.
I
lately
process
by
grafting diii""isfs.
\ Men’s only §1.00, and $1.25. Boy’s only 75 cents
kin on the human
—

>

S T £ A M E R

alp b\ its
to

i

ar.-.nuh'i ful and

l'eini, V

cl.in.i

At a Court of I’rol.ate held :it Ibdla-t, ssitliin and
for the Countv of W aldo, on the -ecoinl l io -das
of May, A. If 1>; I.

<:<>!.b ax/) A//.] 1:1: (!<)iii)':

Savings

cts

I--

that the goods, chat tie- and credit- <*t said decea-ed
are not sufficient to au.-we- »ii~ ju « debt- and chargeof Administration, by the -mu .*! lifteen hundred
dollars.
Wherefore sour petitioner prus
_\.air liomn- t.•
much ot -aid
grant him a license to sell and cons es
real estate of said decea-ed, including the reser-ion
.*t' the widow'- dower thereon.a- will
ati-ly hidebt- and incidental ei arg«
and charges <>t' Admin
istration.
A LP.I.R Nl \ RRLW A N

reign and Domestic Fruit.-,
Figs, Dates, llaisins Fanned*
Sardines, Pickles, Oysters, ,Ieionfectiouery, and a tine assort
jf
Meerschaum, Flay and prir

Bellast, Feb. t_Mf DM.

Belfast

Unix.

11 a

<

\.
Moxii \ \
WLDM SD.U
HU IN.'A
ami
o’clock l‘. .M.
al
Ret(iriiitig;. will hum I<<>-1<>11 fviTv MONDAY
Tl l-'.SDAY, Tilt i;-i»AY & FRIDA A al
1-' R m

N. \dn.ini-!i..tor ot the
late *t Prospect,

\

late

and OLD ML I AI. line.

General Foundry dc Machinists

I

••

11 A RR1M

Harriman.
Vl.liliPof Hearhorn
iu said
decea-ed,

eveiything in tin- JI NK

Hmo>■{■*

lb

th.

-oil

the Honorable J mice of Probate f.rthe
of Waldo.
1

my stable this Season.
believe him to be the most valuable stock horse
in this >ection of the State for beauty, business, and
tr.i\ el, combined.
Four of hi< colts, speaking for theiuselvcun be
examined in my pasture any day.
1 he\ are hand
To Warrant $’lo.
some, powerful and fleet.
•.mil
A. (, JF.WF.l f
1

WANTED!

It

.11.. t til.|
ol

o

nave

e.

it restores

In.ill l.o. oj l’al.1
o| 11o1111
mo, in said Counts <*i W aldo, deo-a-vd. having
presented a petition that In mas he appointe.l Ad
ministrator on said deceased's estate.
Ordered, 1 hat the -aid dame-gi\e notice to all
persons interested hy causing a < *.ps «*t this order to
be published three week-' -ilccessis ely ill tie- Replihlican Journal, printed at lielfa.-t, tlint they mas appear at a I'rot.ate ( ourt, to be held at lielfn’ t. ssitliin
and for said County, on the second I m-day ot
June next, at ten «d th** clock before noon, amt
show cause, if any they have, why the j.raver of
-aid petition should not lie granted.
As \ I III lil.oi oil. Judge.
A true copy,
It I*. I'll I II, I»egi-1er.
\ttest

IA.M1.S

t cai

JIJ

a

SMALL,

-tnndurd arti.-b

great.

Probate < ourt n* M .1 ib-lia-I, svithin and l'**r
th*- (\>uut\ of Waldo on tii*
...h i
iu.-d,. (,i
.May, A If, l>; t

At

Wm. l;

''ill

JlENEWER,
1 hi

-"

or

satis-

the be-t

in

in 11
ini

11
I

per Week.

Trips

KATAHD1N, CAMBRIDGE,
Capl.
t'upt.

HAIR

■:

good fueilitie- for laying tin* largest shij.s along

side, with two lug. and convenient

lb!/.
■nth

:»t

tlip llmiir' Four

«n

Ml.A.MM;

(VEGETABLE SICILIAN

'■piloMAs-

•-iuq.-mn’s Wharf,

u~

f"Sl'-aniprs

JHALZ7S

v.sAWih;. I
.■cut..1 ..f the I- -late
K of John Sawyer, late ol lviio..in aid < naniy
.•t Waldo, >i.■-•
ut.d hi lii t and
having pr«
linal account of I xecutm-ship lor allowance.
(>rdered, That the .-aid Pxeciitor give notice to all
p< rsons interested by c.u, ing a cop.- of this order to
be published three v, ek succe---i\ *•!> in tin- Bepubiicau Journal, printed at Bella t. that t hey mav appear
at a Probate ( ouiT, to be held Sit Bella -t. u iihin and
for said County, on the •econd I'm.
.ot Junenext, at t.-n of the dock l.« f..1noon, and
how
cause it ail, thee li;l\*. wlf. tie
inn
tio.ild in.I he
allowed.
A
\
till BI.I U 4,11. J mice
A true Cop.,
B
Arte-!
p. lit in, Bey.-or.

which tin* Cortland

laud, known
a

Let!

ARRAWEiiEXTS Fill: THE SEASON OF IM4.

BOAR“fA**

estate

—

want

Dee.

1

EOWELE.

\\i)

1

_

his tirst and linal aecouut
Administration on ud
for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Admini-n at or gi.; notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three week ucce -Ceiv in the
Bepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tin y
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Bella t,
within and for said County, on tin
I i u. d-i ot
June next, at ten of the clock h '*>re noon, and
show cause, if any tlu-y hase. w \v f lie -am. -ie.iild
not la aliow. d
A
\
i ll t Bi.i *1 till. .iii.i?**
A true ropy
Att< t
H. P in
B.-gi t.
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SEVENTY-FIVE GOOD VEST MAKERS.
run: &

omd Tmviluv uf

I CUN

C,

FOR-

UONTOA

Exchange.

or

Wll.

Vests Victorious!

WFand

-'

a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tie second Tuesday ol
May, A. L). 1*74.
M< LKLI.AN Admiui.-trator ot the Is
• tate ol Susan
.lohn-ou, late ot i ibertv, m
-aid'County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented

WAR! WAR! WAR!
1

tin

I

I will .-ell the farm mi which f now
or will exchange it for city or
vessel property. It is situated about
il 1,’miles from the I’. <>. in tliiritv. at the intersection of the filth* Ifi.er road, so
called, with the road h ading through Northport t<>
Lincolnvilie < orncr. It eoutaius
» am
of the
bi -t ot land. di\ ided into
tillage and pasture: f un
•h i* good
improvement ; i- well watered and well
fenced; has a young, bearing orchard of engrafted
apple and pear trees and an abundance of -mall
traits upon it.
1 he buildings are a -Tory and half hou-e, wilh ell.
wood house, carriage lioiisc and barn all connected,
finished, painted and in good repair, for
pleasant
lies- ot situation and eonidem-,, this place
an
surpassed. Call and
M*
B.-lfas?, April 11, 1*7*.

of June next, at ten of tin clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA TH PHI.oP(. 11, Judge
A true copy. Attest —B. P. I'n.t.P, Uegister.

prefer.

Improved

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

OF

SVSTF.3I

>

on

i

live,

Tuesday

)R Sale, one 1 mi id nil and sixty fathoms eight
inch Manila ( able in nice order v Plymouth rope
laid in far), Leads, Lines, Hooks, Trawls, 1 >orys,
1‘ory Anchors and Koades, Booby Hatch, Storm
Trysail, &c., and all gear used by Fishermen. also
a lot of
large and small Blocks. 1*will mil the above
which is now at Winterport very low. For further
particulars enquire of
JollX ATWOOD,
Ins South Market St., Boston. Alas-.
Or, L. I). (’CRTIS, Winterport, Me.
♦r.wf:

W \3 I.AN i) KNOW 1.1 oN.
Liberty, Maine.

Kv-l.'f

DR. Gr. P. LOMBARD,

<1 in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons
He has the country right for the use of

Jf

FISHERMEN.

factory

ix Keporting lroin Stenography to l'honography,
lor
taught by corresponding with the subscribesample, terms, &c., address, enclosing fifteen cents
to puv postage &c.

Belfast, within and for

At

Corn anil 1-Tour business

Reporting.

GKO. DkPKOI X.

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Jfeeth insert-

Bank.

Mficc boni

BLOCK.
ALVIN BLODGKlT.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old -tand ol
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets. Has all the latest
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in

St.,

BELFAST.

Cloth Goods, Chamber .Suit-*, Cane and
Wood Seat Chairs ol' all kinds, Lounges in
and
Damask, Bedsteads ol'all kinds. C.v>ki >
Reps
and ( oFKiNS made a specialty, rial hi: Frames
of all kinds on hand and made to order at short notice. Supper and Wall Pockets made to order.

time

BROKER!1

INSURANCE

Manufacturers and Dealers in

PEIRCES

|

Instruments, if

'Call and Examine Specimens.
Corner of ?ifain & High Sts.

mo

Maine.

Belfast,

BRAiULETTK,

&

pThe

Church Street,

Physician'Surgeon

information,

BLODGETT

Rooms.g

Best Artists.

at

Farm for Sale

Ut, Admitiistratrix of the !.
timer. late <>t‘ Stockton, in said
of
deceased,
Waldo,
having presented her
County
second and filial account ot Administration on said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give
notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively in
the Bepublican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv, on the second
A

tate of Charles
XI'Ll

ELMER SMALL. M. D

A^enl anil Mnnacer,
i’ublie Library Building, Louisville, Kv., or
TUOS. Bl. If AY'(4 A CO., Eautern AKt’».
600 Broadway, Hew York.

AT PEIRCE’S

and Nice

Splendid Skylight.

WElegant

T

BELFAST, ME.

STUDIO \

ft PHOTOGRAPH
K

At a Probate Court held
tin- Countv of Waldo,
May, A. !>'. lsM.

S^V

KILGORE’

HjNew

0,1

M STODDARD,
D E X T 1 S

00
00
00
00
00

■

an

Counsellor al Law,

No. 7 I’KMliEKTON StJUAUE,
KOOM II.
;>m38
JIOSTOX.

TICKETS.

Tickets,
Halves,.
Tenths, or each Coupon,
11 Whole Tickets for,

By

sueces.-i\,'ly

NICKERSON.

S.

$2,500,000

Whole

A

persons interested by causing a copv of this order to
be published three weeks
in the IP publican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they mav appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfa*l, w ithin
and for said County, on the second
June
Tuesdayj.f
next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any thevhave, why tin- prayer of -..id p,i i
lions should not be granted*
ASA I IIPPPOI (ill, Jud..e
A true copy.
Attest-B. P. I I K1.P>, Itegi t« r.

....

-------

Total 20,000 Gifts, all cash,

Grand

,a

FjILCIKT.

at Law!

SALE!

rnm; n. 1 >. hakklman i*j,a< l
in I’rospMt, on i|,o Swauvillc
A
road, about titty rod- from tin- I*. (t. l b,, farm con
tains about forty acres of land, fifteen of which an
uiuhr culli\ al ion, the 1 emainder pasture and w ood
land,
flu buildings, which are marly new, con
-i.-1 of a good om and a half story house and
11,
and a barn fhirty-'ix feet sipiare, with cellar and
cistern under the same. Terms favorable to p.u
chaser,
for further particulars, apply to
Al.m-.IM IIAIMHMAN,
I’lO'pcd ferry, Me.
I’l osped, 'day | *. 1-; !.
G»w i

WIUTMOBI-; widow of Uufu- I;. WhilJJ more, late of laity. in .-aid ( ounlv of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition lor an allowa lice from the personal estate ot said deceased.
Onlcrrd, That the said Wen I give m>tice to all

WALLACE,

HARM BLOCK, Belfast, Ht.

31st, 1874.

FOR

S.

At « l’robate < omi held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the
coin! fue-davof
May, A. 1)., B>?4.

4u5*AU business entrusted to him will receive
ronipt attention.

LIST OF GIFTS.
One
One
One
One
One

at Law!

Attorney

IX AID OF Tin;

PROBATE NOTIC

STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by E. I\. lJoyle.

Office

\

t

rope by which the dory was moored. The
ing T grafting of blood corpuscles by the boat w as earried aboui two hundred yards.
Oaptain Kent showed much coolness and
Iteration of transfusion.”
t he patient, Mrs. Frank Campbell, wife presence <>f mind in this sudden
emergency,
"f Mr Frank Campbell, foreman of the to which the preservation of his life may
< Kiev
iron works, has been for manv lie due."
ears

14

AN EASY FORTUNE!

JULY

JOHNSON,

E.

Attorney
MAIN

FOli

exemplary damages, though

children love

G.

LAST CHANCE

J

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, A "tie, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Files,
Kidney Diseases, Female Ditliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,

everything causal by an impure
of the Blood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
Kidneys. The aged Jind in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
state

with

an
a

taking

Bitters.

incurable disease) after
few bottles of the Quaker

Prepared by Dr. H.

S. Flint A t
Medical Depot,

rtoi.T WARREN 1 I D

JjlY'EKY
Price* moderate.

S

A 1 Is!

A<

June

Monday.

i,l; iMi

M

)(*;ic!i

8th,

18/1.

\ l*l i a i

'I

(ihrtlkii‘k\

in

Two Prizes SIOOO
Five

Pri.es

$500-

Ten

Prizes

$100};

1

II "l'~>
worth

and 111!;,

,T

a

11 'il\

lllnnltl.

1

II.

s.tH)'

l’ini*

il l.'.-'t s'.tM.tl riiii.i, uurtl t'*■'**
1 ii 1- a mil) >« u i ii M
:tc
him -, w ij! h
i*"
» uch
f IV liulil H atch*
w.iih
tiitl « Haiti
l i\i* 4 h>l,i A nui i. a a 11 a hi, *.* W :* t
*»rtli
each !
H .ii ;;
I ll Lmlii -' 411 •!11 11 ii hi ii
t• ach
MOO t.
-h
•ill, tr,,rtfi.tr *-■// -'.t' t
•'
\
< mill 4 haiu-*. Si|\'
wai
4>iu'

tom

d

*•

Number of Gifts 6,500
Tickets limited to
At;l v IS U'A \
IJbiTal I*r« iiiiuiii'

I
w

III
*11

a| I I
;ii■!

60,000

I Ii K I, IS

I,.

Single Tickets SI.00 Six Tickets $5.00
Twelve Tickets $10.00; Twenty-five
uvular.- < "Mamin;* u lisll li t ot
.{. -,
pri/.ei,
tton nl tli< "cimn
it 'li aw in
and other inturninti.■
in nd. tvnci to Hu- 1 ms rfbt.it ion, will be -ent t„i,
one orderin'' 1 ln-m.
\i! lei!it- niu-t lie uddre-j-ed
MUN n"" '•
L. D.

1 y>K ^

addrt -< d tu
‘‘I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most
capable ami
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
PARKER, WILDER & CO.,
fleial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
BOSTON,
ComVr of Patents.”
>r to
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
I d PARK EK, Troa*. Boston.
•hn!»
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust
worthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
is to notify my old
applications for Patents, having been successful in I
customers, and am ouniialmost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
,H_‘W ones, that I am readv to receive
talent and ability on his part leads ineto recommend
HA is and BONNETS in anv
QUANTITY to he
ALL inventors to
apply to him to procure their pa- made into the LATEST STYLES with NEATNESS
tents, as they may be sure ot having the most faith- and DISPATCH. At the
of
sign the Straw Works,
ful atteution bestowed upon their cases, and at very
Last Side of the lliver.
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAOOART."
S. A. BLACK
Boston, Jan. 1, 1S74.
lyr'-T.
Belfast, April 8, 1S74.
Jm-tu

GALVANIZE^

FOR

WIRE RIGGING fOR VESSELS
bould

Builders, t >\vner- and lli.i'i

Orders may he

Bleaching.

SINE, Box Hti
Cincinnati, O.

101 W. Fifth St

Cod Duel*.

-: o :-

Bonnet

T\\

Tickets $20.00.

o.

At their Great
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
t'OIl SALE EVERYWHERE.
Sold in Belfast by R. H MOODY.

Cape

To lie drawn

address

JNO. A. ROEBLING’SSONS,
Manufacturer*** Trenton, N, J.,
117 Liberty street. Now York.

rior

by the M«

to

Wire

Charcoal

The
made

-sr-

fl"el»lin^<.

i-

Rigging

guaranteed stipe

any other make.
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'\'y

or

GniosiiS

WANTED!
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\b\ Book keeper to
J Store and Vest Shop

titW

Apply

keep books

in

a

Yuriety

to

I.

PuDGK. Brocks Me

